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The purpose of this research was to invest'igate the hypothesis

that part of the memory defjcit associated with schizophrenia can be

accounted for in ternls of a dysfunctional retrieval process. Tradi-

t'ional approaches have typ'i cal 1y focused only on ' i nput' f actors (i . e. ,

attention, set) as explanations of the defjc'it. The present research

attenrpted to evaluate the validjty of thìs focus by investigating the

role of the retrieval processes in schizophren'ic menlory deficjt. One

of the underlying assumptions of the present ìnvestigation was that a

more accurate explanat'ion of schizophrenic nlemory deficjt could be

obtained through the postulation of a more general cognìtive dysfunction-

ìng that has effects throughout the entire information processing system

rather than iust at any one stage.

Forty-ei ght sch'i zophren'ic ì npati ents and forty-eì ght staf f

members from four Provjncial Psychiatrìc Hospitals served as subjects.

The sch'izophren'ic pat'ients were carefully screened in an attempt to

control for the possjble influence of extraneous factors such as ECT,

med.ication level , organ'icity, and jnstitut'ionalizatjon. l{one of the

normal subjects had a hi story of psychi atri c hosp'i tal i zati ons. There

were four experimental conditions in each of the subiect groups. These

were based on the type of ljst (ìtems per category = I or 4) and recall

condition (cued or non-cued). All of the groups were sinljlar in sex,

age, educational level, and 'intelf igence. In add'ition, the schizophrenic
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groups showed similar hospitalization records, medication levels, and

scores on premorb'id adiustment and paranoia measures.

The results demonstrated significant qual'itative differences in

the recall performances of the schizophrenic and normal groups. The

normal group's results replicated the findings of Tulv'ing and Pearlstone

(1966). Thus, cued recall vras higher than non-cued recall, the differ-

ence varyìng ìnverse'ly with the number o't itenls per category, Under

non-cued recall, recall was an increasìng function of items per category.

For the schìzophrenics, on the other hand, recall increased as'itents per

category increased under both cued and non-cued recall conditions" This

recall pattern resulted in non-significant recall d'ifferences between

the schizophrenics and normals under cued recall where'items per category

= 4. A post hoc analysis of the effects of the parano'id-non-paranoid and

process-react'ive dimensions revealed no s'ignificant djfferences in

recall performance as a function of these parameters.

The fjndìng of a recall equivalence betureen tlte two groups under

cued recall vrhere itenrs per category = 4 was suggestive of a retrieval

dysfunction'in the schizophren'ic group. That the schizophrenics urere

able to increase the'ir recall to the level of the normals vrhen prov'ided

wìth retrieval cues 'indicated an inaccess'ibif ity of itenls in memory under

non-cued condi ti ons ; the 'i tenrs were avai l abl e i n s torage but they cou'l d

not be retrieved. The retrieval mechanism was therefore dysfunctional.

It was postulated that a retrjeval deficit vras not observed

under the one item per caregory condjtion because of the inability of

the schizophrenjcs to organize the 'information for proper encodìng when

the demand characteristics of the task necessitate the use of
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organjzational processes. The breakdown in encoding necessari'ly pre-

cluded the demonstration of a retrieval deficit" It was concluded that

the results supported the hypothes'is that schizophren'ics suffer deficits

throughout the ìnformation processing system. This was interpreted as

i ndi cati ng a more genera'l cogni ti ve dysf uncti oni ng than has typ'i cal 1y

been suggested by prevìous stud'ies.
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A frequent complaint of the psychiatric pat'ient is that he'is

unable to attend to or concentrate olt environmental stirnuli' Even

when the patient does not make this complaint, 'it is usual'ly held

that a disorder of attent'ion and/or concentrat'ion underjies the more

obvious symptoms of the illness. It is probably because of this

tendency to focus on what appear to be the obvious symptoms that the

major-ity of expianat'ions of schizophren.ic thought disorder have

enrphasized the perceptual and atterriional aspects of the 'inforrnatìon

processing system (e.g., McGhie, i969; Cameron, 1938; Stlakov¡, 1963;

Chaprnan , 1964; Venables, 1964a; Silvernlan' 1964a' 1964b)'

Th.isapproachproves,however,tobesomewhatsimpìistic.

The adoption of a total information process'ing model reveals that the

attentional and perceptual components are on]y a part of the learnìng

andmemoryprocessesanduassuch,mayaccountforonlyapartofthe

variance attr.ibutable to the schizophrenic's observed dysfunction'

Thus, those approaches that emphasize only the 'filterìng' or 'screen-

ing, aspects, althouglt adequate'if vle are concerned on'ly vl'ith input'

seem i nadequate as an exp'lanati on of the total dysfunct'ion ' The

processes that lje behind the input stage--storage and retrievaì--may

also contribute to the defjcit. Consequently, a knowledge of these

CHAPTER i
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processes as they f unct'ion j n the schi zophren'ic vioul d be needed for

an adequate understandj ng of the schi zophren'i c's observed dysfuncti onì ng.

Besides thìs general neglect of the other processes involved

in the'informatjon processing system, there is reason to bel'ieve that

the attentional and perceptual abnormal'ities found in schjzophren'ics

may be due to extraneous factors. Because these deficits are usua]ly

obtained with long-term (chronìc, process) schizopltrenics (t'1aher, 1966;

Payne, Lg70), they may be a result of hospitalizat'ion rather than of

cognit.ive dysfunction'ing. Such research suggests therefore that the

attentional and perceptual explanat'ions of sch'izophrenic deficìt might

be empirically based on changes in the schizophrenic that are extran-

eous to the actual 'i 1 I ness . The dysf unct'ional cognit'ive processes of

the schizophrenìc, or at Ieast other processes 'involved in the def ic'it'

mìght therefore be occurring at higher levels of the'infornlatjon pro-

cessing systent (i.e-, beyond the input stage)'

For these reasons it was the purpose of this study to investi-

gate the rol e of the retrieval process 'i n both schi zophren'i cs and

normals in an attempt to obta'in further ev'idence concern'ing the mechan-

jsms involved'in the schizophrenic deficìt. l'lhile the major focus of

investigation Was the ana'lys'is of the schizophrenic memory'impa'irment

ìn part'icular, jt was pos'ited that the results of th'is investigation

would have implications for ttle more general theories of schizophrenic

thought disorder. It seems that s'ince the learning and nemory processes

are bas.ic to any understanding of the thought process, then an investi-

gation of the relevant processes involved jn jearning and memory ('in

oarti cul a¡i nterf erence at ret¡ieval ) wi I I prov'ide cruc'i al support for
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any generaì theory of schizophrenic thought disorder. This ìs part'icu-

larly true of those explanations based on interference theory (e"9.,

Buss & Lang, 1965). [Jecause interference theory ltoìds such a predom-

inant position in the exp'lanation both of errors in ìnformatìon

processing and sch'izophren'ic thought disorder, the importance of the

learning and memory processes in providìng a generaì account of these

defic'its cannot be over-estimated"

It vras also posited that by adopting an 'information processing

model a'component'breakdown of the deficit could be achieved so that

the variance associated with dysfunctioning at each stage of processing

(storage and retrieval) rnight be suggested. i^lhile tfre purpose of the

present study was to investigate the retrieval processes in part'icular,

what 'i s l¡ei ng sugges ted 'is an approach that recogn'i zes the nlul ti f aceted

nature of learning and memory. From this follov¡s the recognition that

schjzophrenic dysfunctioning rnay be more accurateiy accounted for ìn

terms of deficits throughout the entire process'ing systenr. This more

generaì cognitìve dysfunct'ioning may be occurring at a higher level

than has heretofore been proposed and may account for the widespread

jnterference effects observed in sch'izophrenic thought processes (Buss

& Lang, 1965).

The dissertation will beg'in with a brief review of the inter-

ference theory expl anati on of schi zophreni c thought d'i sorder, fol I owed

by rev'iews of the ljterature on memory deficit'in sch'izophrenia, and

processes and issues involved in retrieval . tlopeful'ly, these viill out-

line 'step-wise' the logic of the present study" Subsequent chapters

w'ill deal with the nrethods, results, and conclusjons of the present
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research and theí r rel ationshi p to the i ssues ra'ised i n the i ntro-

duct'i on "

I nte rfe-re ncs_ Theo.ry

Anyone who does research in the area of psycholog'ica1 deficit

'i n schi zophreni a 'is I 'i kely to be s truck by the vol unli nous ' of ten

conf us j ng and f ragmented, I'i terature. Hovrever, i f a theoret'ical per-

spective'is applied to the ljterature, a degree of order at least may

be detected am'id the confusion. Buss and Lang (1965) in a ntajor attentpt

to organize the disparate approaches have proposed a sevenfold class'ifi-

cation: (a) affect and re'inforcenent, (b) concept attainment, (c)

attention, (d) set, (e) associat'ive interferetrce, (f) d¡ive, and (g)

somant.ic arousal " This class'ificatory system Ís based 'largely on the

method of investìgatìon entployed and the exp'lanatory ernphasis of each

approach "

Buss and Lang (1965) po'int out that despite the apparent diver-

s-ity, there is a conlrnonness anrong ali these approaches that rïay'indìcate

an overriding factor: interference theory. Interference theorY, âS

that term is used by Buss and Lang (igos) and Buss (1966), has come to

hold a predonlinant place in current theorizing about the nature of

sch-i zophren'i c def ic'i t. Th'is i s 1 argeìy due to the dev'i I 's advocate

role that interference theory ho'lds in relation to the other theories

of schi zopirreni c thought di sorder. Thus , i n each of the prevì ous'ìy

outlined classification areas, interference theory offers a viable

alternative to the posìted explanations. In addition, s'ince schizo-

phren'ics show interference effects in all of the stated areas and over

a wide range of perceptual, ntotor, and cognitive tasks, 'interference
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theory is a broad explanation of schizophrenic deficit appears to be

the on'ly theory comprehensive enough to account for what js known.

According to Buss and Lang (1965), interference theory proposes

that when a schjzophrenìc is faced with a task, he cannot attend

properly o¡in a sustained fashion, ma'intajn a set, or change the set

quìckly when necessary" His ongoing response tendencies suffer inter-

ference from irrelevant external cues' and from'internal' stimuli

which cons'ist of deviant thoughts and associations. These ìrrelevant,

distracting, mediated stimuli prevent hir¡ from mainta'ining a clear

focus on the task at hand and the result'is psychological defic'it"

interference theory, therefore, locates tl¡e fundamental defic'it

in the schìzophrenic's jnformation processing systerlt. Somehor^l the

mechanisms wh'ich nonrally handìe infornlation have broken dolvn w'ith the

resul t that the schi zophren'ic does not handl e i nformati on as ef f i ci ent'ly

or ìn the same manìler as a normal person. Th'is defic'it in organizjng,

processing, and retrieving data Ís viewed as the fundamental deficit

with symptonrato'logy (e.g., withdrawal ) seen as secondary to 'it (i'e',

ways of coping vrith the deficit). As Buss and Lang's (1965) review

indicates, the specific nature of thís breakdot^'¡n in infornrat'ion pro-

cessing abi'l'ity has typical'ly been expìained in ternrs of deficits in

attention or set. Thus research investigatjng the interference theory

hypothesìs has generaily attenrpted to shovr that schizophrenics manifest

a defic-it in selective attent'ion. Zir,ret and Fishman (1970) irrdicate

that this research has focused on three experimentally dist'inct areas:

(1) inability to focus attention on task relevant serìsory information

and to ìqnore cornpeting, irrelevant sensory infornlation; (?) inab'ility
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to adopt and maintain a preparatory menta'l set; and (3) inabil'ity to

screen out deviant, distracting associations.

As is obvious from this analysis, both the research and explana-

tory foci have been restricted to'input and storage factors while the

important role of the output factors and retrieval has largeìy been

ignored. This has been a major shortcoming of much of the pubìished

research as well as the explanations based on interference theory" 0f

course, Buss and Lang's (1965) ana'lysis did not address itself specìfi-

cally to an investigat'ion of memory functioning. Instead, theirs was a

more general ana'lysis of behavior. For this reason, the role of inter-

ference in the sch'izophrenic's memory functioning was not directly

assessed or outlined. The present research constitutes an attempt

therefore to extend the anaiyses of interference effects to include the

processes involved in the schizophrenics' information processing system.

This was accomplished through an anaìysis of the effects of the schìzo-

phrenic's retrieval processes on memory. An advantage of the interference

model is that it perm'its an analysis of interference effects at various

levels of the information processing systern" In this way the deficit

in functioning observed in schizophrenia can be broken down into its

component parts 
"

gne of the major contributions of interference theory has been

its effect in focusÍng research on the schizophrenic ínformat'ion pro-

cessing system since it is in the'system'that the posited deficit l'ies"

A problem, however, has resulted from this emphasis. l^lh'ile the gener-

aìity of the concept of ínterference theory has succeeded in bringing

together many of the heretofore diverse explanations' it has also
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resulted in the loss of precis'ion within the'information process'ing

system. Although interference theory does serve an expìanatory function,

ìt seems to have taken on a much greater descriptive component. Indeed,

it frequentiy specifies the locus of the interference and defines the

meaning of interference at various stages of the information processìng

system, but it fails to adequate'ly recognize the differences betv¡een

what is labelled as 'interference' between the various defìned subpro-

cesses in the'informat'ion processing syster,r. Buss and Lang (1965)

appear to have been at least part'ially cognizant of this 'issue when they

pointed out that "tnany specific hypotheses of interference theory stjll

need to be substantiated by experiment" (p. 1).

This issue js of particular importance to the present ìnvestiga-

tion. Since the present research was involved in an analysis of

schìzophrenic memory functìon.ing in particular, the nlore general concept

of interference enrphasized by Buss ancl Lang (tgOS) proves somer,vhat con-

fusing. This is so because of the more spec'ific use of'ìnterference'

as an expìanation of forgetting. Thus, despite the fact that one might

view interference theory (in the forgett'ing mode'l ) as a rnore specif ic

ìnstance of the more genera'l concept of interference theory ernployed by

Buss and Lang (i965) the terminology rema'ins confusing s'ince the usage

of , i nterference' 'i s qua'l i tati vely d.if ferent i n each case.

For th'is reason a bri ef exp'l anat'ion of the i nterference theory

of forgettìng is necessary. The theory in ìts broadest form states

that the jnabilìty to recall learned nraterial 'is e'ither the result of

interference from nlaterial learned prìor to the recalled material (pro-

active'inhibition), or the result of nraterial learned in the retention
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interval (retroactive inh'ibition). Although the evidence ìn support of

general i nterference theory 'i s extens i ve, the mechan'i sms i nvol ved i n

the loss of retention from interference has cont'inued to be contro-

versial" Keppel (1968), in a revievr of the literature, has presented

a modification of the two-factor theory (l'lelton, 1940) in vlhich he has

attempted to evaluate the roles of both proact'ive and retroactive

inhibition in forgett'ing. He concluded that two basic processes vJere

involved in the loss of information as a result of interference. These

two processes were: (a) competition of responses, and (b) unlearning'

The competition of responses factor involved both proactive and retro-

act'ive inhibition. Forgetting, therefore, was explained in terms of

competing responses and unlearning. Both of these processes function

as sources of interference"

A',lthough a much more detailed analysis is required for an

adequate understanding of the processes involved in interference explan-

ations of forgetting, this will not be presented since they do not bear

d'irectly on the focus of the present research. The nrajor purpose for

their mention was simply to illustrate the different meanings associated

with the term'interference'. Throughout the remainder of the present-

ation, 'interference theory' is used in reference to both exp'lanations'

The difference between each should be evident on a conceptual level.

The model which is being presented therefore, is one in which interfer-

ence theory (with regard to forgettinS) is a spec'ific instance of the

more genera'l term employed by Buss and Lang (1965). In this same way,

other exp'lanations of forgetting (e.g., cue-dependent forgetting) can

also be viewed as more specific examples of the general usage of
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interference theor.v s'ince they too attenrpt to exp'lain deficjts 'in

functioning as resu'ltr'ng fronl a loss of informat'ion. in the nlodel

be'ing presented here" therefore, ìnterference theory (as that term 'is

used by Buss and Lang,1965) can be Seen aS referring to any process

withjn the information processìng system where information 'is lost.

From all of the reviewed evidence, therefore, there seems to be

a grovúing concensus that the schizophrenic deficit may be the result of

excessive interference effects 'in the 'information processing systenr. As

such, the'noiSe' produced in their information processing system may be

more disrupt'ive than that for nornals. This is probably both a quanti-

tative and qua'l'itative difference. In any event, because of the

poss'ib'iìity of the occurrence of interference effects at al'l stages of

the jnformation processing system, the'investigatìon of specific stages

seenls indicated. t'lost interference theorists have invest'igated on'ly the

attentional and associational encoding abnormalities specific to the

schizophrenic deficit. llevertheless, if we are to vjew the individua'ì

as a complete system then ìt seems imperat'ive that we also'investìgate

the other aspects of learning and nlemory, i.e., storage and retrieval"

gn'ly by investigating the role of interference at all stages of the pro-

cessing system can we make any meaningful statenlents about the role of

.interference at any one stage. A revi etv of the rel evant stud'ies on

memory deficit'in schizophrenia reveals that this approach is'in most

cases absent.
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The quest'ion of ntemory defic'it in sch'izopltrenia has not been

extensively explored. Underwood (1957), jn a review of the experimental

stud'ies relevant to this area of investigation, found a general lack of

emnirical research on all individual differences in forgetting:

Thus far I have not said anything about forgetting as a

functjon of characterist'ics of the subiect, that is, tlte
personal i ty or i ntel I ectual characte¡i sti cs . As far as I 've
been able to deternline, there is not a sìng1e valid study
wh'ich shows that such variables have an appreciable influence
on forgetting. Many studies have shown differences 'in learn-
'ing as-a funðtion of these variables but not differences in
raie of forgettì ng. {J957 ) , P. 58)

payne (1961) also has criticized the earlier literature on menrory

functìonì ng 'in mental 'il I ness as bei ng nrethodologì ca'l1y unsound:

...jn order to measure ind'ividual djfferences 'in long-term
retent'ion, it'is essential to ensure that all subiects have

Iearned the infornlation to the sanle criterion. If this is
not the case, retenti on scores r,v j I I be a f unct'ion of both the
abjlìty to learn and the abjlity to retajn and will thus be

qu'ite ärnbìguous. Unfortunately there appear to be no studies
of abnornaì subjects in wh'ich retention has been adequateìy
measured. ". "Whal evjdence there is suggests that retent'ion
may be almost completely unaffected ìn funct'ional psychiatrìc
disorders (1961, PP' 234-235)

Thus, it seenls that as late as 1961 investigations into schjzo-

phreni c memory dysfunction were 'largeìy i nadequate and contrad'ictory.

A lack of rnethodological soundness and a fa j I ure to adequate'ly rlef ine

the subject populations under study appear to be the rlajor factors con-

tributing to thjs confusion (Zimet & Fishnran, 1970)'

More recent investigations can be s'inlilarly criticized. Dotrahue,

Curtin and L'ipton (196i) compared the learning and retention of 36

chronic schizophrenics w'ith 36 psychology undergraduates in a serial

learning task" They controlled for tlre clegree of conrplexjty of the
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serial ìist by varying the anrount of intra-list similarity' They

found that the schizophrenic subjects experienced dìfficulty ìn learn'ing

a l.ist of 13 nonsense syl l abl es , and the I i st v¡as progress'ive'ly shortened

to six sy'llables. Mach'ine presentation of the list also proved to be

too d-iffj cul t for the schi zophreni c subjects, so the sch'izophren'ics \'rere

permitted to expose the syllables at a self-deternlined rate' Even under

these condit'ions, the schìzophrenics required more trials to learn the

lìst than the normal controls, and they recalled feu¡er of the nonsense

sylìables, although the difference in retent'ion did not reach signifi-

cance. The authors suggested that the failure to obta'in a significant

di fference on recal 1 nray have been the resul t of both groups retaì ni ng

so few of the sY1 1 ab1 es .

This seenls to Lre a doubtful exp'lanation, part'icular'ly if one

draws a d.ist'inction between learning and retention (Underlvood, 1964)'

In al'l probab'i1ity, most of the items in the list tvere not learned in

the first Þlace and this would provide an alternative explanat'ion of

the results. As Underwood (i964) points out, there is a very strong

posi ti ve rel atì onsh'i p bett'reen degree of I earn'i ng and retentj on ' and ì f

we are ro conìpare retention between tvlo groups v{e nlust ensure that both

groups have learned the material to the sante degree'

Inaddit.ion,antajorproblennliljtatingaga.instanyvalid

expl anati on of the resul ts ì s obvi ous j n the'i r nrethod of subi ect se'ì ec-

tion; no attenrpt was made to match the subjects on any variables' The

confounding effects of agee sex, educatíon, socio-economic status' and

j ntel ì i gence, wh'ich r¡lere I eft f ree to vary, woul d necessari ly make

suspect any findings attempting to compare group d'ifferences (Zimet &

r r azn \hlsnman) lYtu)-
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Nachrnani and Cohen (1969 ) j nvestj gated the recogn'it'ion and

recalì performance of 30 sch'izophrenic and 30 non-schizophrenìc psychia-

tr.ic pati ents . Thei r resul ts 'ind'icated that the schi zophren'i cs were

.inferior to the non-schizophrenjcs in the number of correct jtems

reproduced on the recall tests, but the two groups d'id not differ

si gni fì cantly i n the nutnber of correct i tenls i dent'if i ed on the recogni -

tion tests. The schizophrenics also lllade tnore intrusion errors on both

the tests of recall and recognition. I'lachlilani and cohen interpreted

these resul ts as be'ing supporti ve of the 'overi ncl us'ive' tlreor.v of

sch.izophreni c thought di sorder. An al ternat'ive expl anati on, ltoutever,

whjch is equaliy supported is jn ternls of an'output interference'

hypothesì s. Thi s hypothes'is irnpi i cates a faul ty retrì eval mechani sm

as the prìrnary di sorder i n sch'izophren'ic nleniory def i c j t (Bauman, 1971) .

In addition to this, it seenls probable that liachr¡ani and cohen's subject

groups vrere not adequately defined. They based their classification of

subjects onìy on clinical judgernent. Thus, ivh'ile controlling for age

and educatìon, the authors faijed to take into account the unreliabììity

of clin-ical evaluation and d'iagnos'is. Because no standard'ized, obiec-

t'ive di agnos ti c measure was enrp'loyed, tltei r i ncl usì on of patì ents i nto

either subject condjtion was probably not rel'iable- This tvould

necessarily make suspect any interpretatjons of the data based on

posi ted subject-group di fferences '

cohen and camhi (1967) 'investigated the speaker and listener

skills of schizophrenics and normals 'in a conlnlunicat'ion task' They

found a defìcit in speaker skill but not in listener skill, and exp'lained

the def .i ci ency as the resul t of the speaker task i nvol vi ng a h'igh memory
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load in contrast to the association task of the listener, vthich did

not place great demands on tremory. In the commun'ication task' both the

speaker and the l'istener were prov'ided with identical lists of word

pairs. The speaker then showed one of the word pairs to the listener

and provided h'im with word clues so that the listener could ìdentify

wh'ich one of the two words had been chosen. Sjnce the schìzophrenjcs

were found to be inferior to the normals in the speaker role but not in

the l'istener ro1e, i t was suggested that the associat'ive reperto'ires

avajlable to the schizophrenics for selectjng clue urords tvere the sanle

as the associative reperto'ires of the normals, but that the selection

process in the sch'izophrenjc subject was faulty. As such, it seems that

what is being described 'is a schizophrenic def ic'it due to 'output inter-

ference'. Although the authors did not conclude this, the results seem

supportive of an explanation of schizophrenic deficit in terms of

excessjve interference at the retrieval stage.

In a series of studies, Bautnan and l'lurray (tsauman & l'lurray'

1968; Bauman, !97Ia, 1971b) attempted to investigate schizophrenìc

memory defic'it in ternls of defined sub-processes involved in short-term

memory. These studi es are part'icul ar'ly rel evant to the present analysi s

because their findjngs formed the basìs underlying the 1ogìc of the

present i nvesti gatìon"

Bauman (1968) investigated the djfferences betvreen recall and

recognition in sch'izophren'ics and normals. Both subiect groups t.Jere

further dìv'ided into two subgroups, those sco[ing highly on overinclu-

siveness tests and those rnak'ing low scores ('non-overìnclusive' subiects).

Recoqnítion uras tested'in a nlultiple-choice fornlat using rhymes,
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synonyms, and synonym-rhymes as alternative choices. Each subiect was

tested for recognition and recall using a different list of 20 v¡ords on

the two tasks. On'ly one learning trial was used and subjects were

tested immediately after the trial " The results 'indicated that there

was a s'ign'ificant schizophrenic deficit on the recall task, but not on

the recogn.it.ion task. In addit'ion to the absolute differences between

the two groups, the d'ifference between recogn'it'ion and recall perform-

ances was more marked for the sch'izophrenic subjects" A1so, contrary to

expectationo the overjnclusive schizophren'ics performed better than the

non-overinclus'ive sch'izophrenics on both the recognition and recall

tas ks .

These results had a twofold significance. In the first piace'

they seemed to argue aga'inst any explanation of schizophrenic defic'it

based on 'overinclusion' (Cameron, 1939; Payne, 1959) or disruption at

the acqu.is.itjon phase of memory. Second, at a theoret'ical level , they

suggested that the recall deficit observed in the schizophrenics may be

a result of the inabji'ity of schizophren'ics to organ'ize information for

retrieval. If we accept the dual process theory of recall (Kintsch,

1970), then the primary difference between recogn'ition and recall is

that recall requ'ires both the acquisition of responses and the formation

of associ ati ons , whereas recogni ti on requ'i res mai n'ly the acqu'isi ti on of

responses. since the resujts indicate that patients and normals did

equally well at recogn'ition, then'it is possible that the sch'izophrenics

have little diffjculty with the acquisjtjon phase of memory' In the

same manner, the defic'it'in recal'l may suggest a difficulty in the

assoc'i ati on-formati on stage, whi ch vroul d be ref I ected 'i n an ì nabi I i ty
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to organize the material for appropriate retrieval. As such, retrieval-

induced interference wou'ld be greater in them than in the normals'

Bauman (i971) further investigated this hypot'hesis by varying

experimenter controlled learning instructions. The purpose of the study

was to specifically demonstrate that the earlier found recall deficit

(Bauman,1968) was due to the sch'izophrenic's inability to'chunk'or

'subjectively organize' stored material for output. The design of the

study was based on the earlier studies of Tulving and Arbuckle (1966)

and Tulving'and 0sler (1967). These investigations had not on'ly shown

that free recall involves the organization of items into subiective

units but also that recal'l of any one item is dependent upon the recall

or non-recall of other items in the same subjectÍve unjt, but is inde-

pendent of the recal I of i tems j n other subiecti ve uni ts.

The resul ts i nd'icated that whi I e tlre schi zophreni cs improved i n

recall with practiceu there u/as no facilitative effect due to'instruc-

t'ions for organization of output. This vras an opposite effect from that

found with normajs" The normaìs also improved with pract'ice but their

recall was s'ignificantly improved by instructions. In the recognition

task, the schizophrenics neither improved over trials nor benefitted

from instructions for organizat'ion. The normal subjects improved over

trialsu but the effect of instructjons was not significant' Thus, the

effect of tr.ials was to increase sch'izophrenic recall but not recogni-

tion, while normals showed gains both in recall and recognition" The

previous finding (Bauman, 1968) that sch'izophrenics have a recall but

not a recognitìon deficit was supported'

It was concluded that since schizophrenics were unable to
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subjectively organize output even with the aid of instructions, the

hypothesis that their recall deficit is related to an inabiì'ity to

'chunk' or organize information in memory store was supported. A

problemo howeven, rema'ined. If the schizophrenics suffer from an

inability to organize then why is it that they performed as well as

normals on the recognition task? An answer to this prob'lem can be

found in the dual process theory of recall (Kintsch" 1970) vrhere it is

indicated that organization has a differential effect on recall and

recognition because recognitìon does not requ'ire retrieval from storage

(l',lurdock, 1968) " Thus , the f act that recogni ti on i n schi zophrenì cs 'is

unimpaired suggests that the input has been stored. The problem, there-

fore, would seem to be that schizophrenics are unable to organize the'ir

memory store and hence have difficulty'in the retrieval phase of

immediate memory,

In a more recent studyu Bauman (L97I) further investigated the

role of organ'ization at input in schizophrenic short-term memory. in

particu'lar, he was interested'in examining any disturbances in the

associat'ion-format'ion stages of recall that were specìfic to schizo-

phren'ics" It was his postulation that the particular susceptibility

to interference that schizophrenics exh'ibited in the free recall situa-

tion could be exp'lained by disturbances at the association-fornration

stage of recall. His task, therefore, was to demonstrate that

schi zophreni cs have d'iffi cul ty i n formi ng the 'i nteri tem and i ntrai tem

associ ati ons requi red forimnredi ate recal I . Because the d'iff i cul ty .i 
n

association forming may appear in at least two processes--'in input or

'in output--Bauman was forced to decide at t^rhich stage to focus his
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investigation" He chose input. It was his postulation that schizo-

phrenics are unable to utiljze stimulus cues for the formatjon of

associative bonds at input" He reasoned that if schizophren'ics perce'ive

input as a mass of unorganized, unstructured, and unrelated bits of

informat'ion, and are oblivious to stimulus cues v¡hich might aid assocì-

ation forming, then poor recal'l of both organ'ized and unorgan'ized input

would result. Thus, in comparison to normal subjects, the schizophrenic's

recall would show little inrprovenrent with ìncreased orqanization of

i nput"

The results did not support his hypothes'is. As was expected, the

normals showed a significantly better recall than the schizophrenics,

but both the normals and sch'izophrenics recal'led organized lists s'ignìfì-

cantìy better than random lists. Thusu increased 'input organization

fac'ilitated recall in both groups. The results indicated in addit'ion

that there was no sign'ificant djfference between patients and normals in

their abiIity to profit from the organization.

A further ana'lysis on the serial position of omissions ind'icated

that schizophrenics made signifìcantly more omiss'ions than normals.

Mos t important, however, was the f i ndi ng that the sch'i zophren'i c omi ss i on

scores did not follow the serial pos'ition curve of the normals but con-

t'inued to rise fronl the first to the last serial position" Bauman

interpreted this as be'ing supportive of an output 'interference explan-

ation of schjzophrenìc memory deficit.

Bauman's findings are intportant for two reasons" Not only did

he demonstrate that schi zophren'ics can ut'il'ize the contextual constrai nt

of input in recall but he provided evidence which suggested that the
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schizophrenic memory deficit might be explained in terms of the

schizophrenic's increased susceptibìlity to output jnterference"

0ther research (e.g., Murdock, 1963; Tulving & Arbuckle, 1966) had

previously indicated that the effects of output interference on tlre

recal I of items 'in the first and middle serial-input posit'ions ìs neg-

ligib'le, but that the recall of jtems in the late jnput pos'it'ions was

largeìy determined by the number of prevìous outputs. Since the effects

of output jnterference becanre apparent in the recall of items late jn

the jnput sequence and this was specifically where the schizophrenics

showed a defìcìt, it seems reasonable to conclude that sch'izophrenjcs

may be more suscepti b1e to output 'interference " The act of recal 'l i ng

itseìf , therefore, may be what 'is dysfunctional. it 'is because of this

that the Ímportant role of retrieval strategies in schìzophrenic nremory

def ici t seems 'impl i cated"

18

It seems rather obvious from the literature on schizophren'ic

memory deficit and thought d'isorder that investigators have tended to

ignore an approach to the indìvidual vlhich has proven partìcularly

fru'itful in other areas of psychologicaf investigatìon; that is, the

appìication of an information processìng model to human function'ing.

Granted Venables (i964) has referred collectiveìy to the "'input dysfunc-

t'ion i n sch'izophrenia" and Cameron (1939), al though seemi ngly describi ng

an interference in storage,'instead interpreted his results ulithin an

attentìonal deficit framevrork. However, these investigators have fajled

to recognize the possib'ilìty of a dysfunction in the h'igher leve'l
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processes. 0n1y Bauman (1968, I97La, 1971b) appears to have considered

th'is possibility" It would seem, therefore, that a more general approach

which allows for dysfunctioning at various stages of processing may

prove more fruitful. As pointed out earlier, such an approach would

not only be supportive of explanations based on interference theory

(e"g", Buss & Lang, i965) but would also provide a means of emp'irically

specifying variables that are relevant to both schizophrenic memory

deficit and thought disorder.

Because of this attempt to spec'ify more clearly the processes

involved in the sclrizophrenic deficit, a rather detailed understanding

of how infonnation is processed, stage by stage through to recalì, would

seem to be a cruc'ial prerequisite" Since comprehensive models of the

information processing system are read'i'ly available (e"9", Atkinson &

Shiffrin, 1968; Neissere L967; Norman, 1969), they will not be described

here. However, research on the processes ('in part'icular retrieval )

which typically have been neg'lected in discussions of schizophrenic

deficit and which are basic to the logic of the present study wilì be

presented.

Storaqe Versus Retrieval Processes

x.9

An issue of great inportance for any adequate theory of memory

'is whether it is necessary to d'istinguish between the processes involved

'in the storage and utilization of events (Wood" 1972)" As early as

1963, Mel ton had defj ned the domai n of the theory of memory 'i n terms of

these two broad classes of problems; one having to do with the storage

of traces and the other with the utilization or retrieval of traces. A

problem in his presentation, howevere was that some of the more specific



issues he listed under problenrs of retrieval seemed to be as relevant

to storage as to retrieval. At least one of them, however, the depen-

dence of retrieval on the reinstatement of origina'l stimulating

conditions, illustrated the feasibilìty of the analyticaì separation

of storage and retrieval processes and implies that retrieval depends

not onìy upon the contents of the storage at any given time but on other

factors as wel I "

In a discussion of this issue, Tulving (t904, p" 222) has

pointed out:

It is not the fact of storage of list items that is at ìssue
'in the free recall experiment, but rather the form of storage
or accessÍb'ility of items...the l'ist items have been 'stored'
in the subject's memory for a long time...and the 'input l'ist
serves simply as a set of instructions as to wh'ich of the
stored items the subiect has to retrieve"

Therefore" to the extent that the learning materìals consist of items'in

the subject's Vocabulary, the prob'lem of storage per se ìs essentially

bypassed, and success in remembering depends upon the effect'iveness of

the retrieval operat'ions at the time of test. The efficiency of

retrieval is'in turn determined by the rearrangement of items'in stor-

age. Higher order group'ings ìncrease the probabil'ity of retrieval of

nom'inal items because they now become accessible not only as ind'ividual

un'its but also via otheritems v¡ith which they are joined. luloreover,

'if a labej such as a category name is attached to a higher order un'it,

then that label can serve as a potent retrieval cue for the indiv'idual

components of the unit. Thus, what is lim'ited in this conceptualizat1on

is not the amount of ínput that can be accommodated r^rithout overtaxing

storage capacity but rather the number of retrievable unÍts.
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For these reasons, the separation of storage and retrieval

proves of value both theoretically and enrpiricalìy. In an attempt to

experimenta'l1y support this distinction, Tuiving and Pearlstone (1966)

invest'igated the storage and retrieval processes through the experi-

mental manipulation of retrieval cues. Their purpose was to interpret

intratrial forgett'ing by drawing a distinction between what information

or what traces are available'in the memory storage and what are acces-

sible" They hypothesized that a substantial part of non-recall of

famil'iar words under typ'ical experimental conditions is attributable to

inaccessibif ity of otherwise intact menìory units.

The lists they employed consisted of words belonging to expli-

c'it'ly des'ignated conceptual categories. Three levels of list length

(lZ" 24 and 48 words) were combined with three levels of number of words

per category (1, 2 and 4 words) to yield nine input conditions" Both

category names and words belonging to categories vrere presented in the

input phase, but subjects were told that only the'ir recall for words

would be tested. For half the subjects'in each of the nine input condì-

tions" recall of words was tested in the presence of category names as

retrìeval cues, for the other half recall was not cued. Thus, since

all subjects in a g'iven input condition were treated ìdentically until

the end of the input phase, availabil'ity of infornlat'ion at the beginnìng

of the output phase was equated for subjects i n the cued and non-cued

recall groups. Any differences in recall between these groups could

thus be attributed to differences in accessibility.

The results 'ind'icated that cued recall was greater than non-cued

recall for all nine input condjtions, the difference varying d'irectly
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with list length and inversely with the number of words per category.

it was also found that the presentation of category names as retrieval

cues affected onìy the number of accessible categorìes but not the

number of words within access'ible categorjes" Thus, given that the

subject could recall at least one word from a category, the number of

add'itional words recalled for that category vJas the same regardless of

whether he renlembered the category on his ou/n or was rem'inded of it by

the experimenter. The results also showed that the number of accessible

categories v¡as considerably greater for 48 word lists than for 24 v¡ord

l-ists, but again the number of words within access'ib1e categories was

identical for both list lengths"

These results were ìnterpreted as demonstrating the 'independence

of word recall within h'igher order units frorn the recall of higher order

units. As such, the study g'ives firm support to the view that it ìs

necessary to dist'inguish between the storage and utilization of events

(hlood, IgTZ). The proportìon of words accessible rvith'in h'igher order

un.its was not influenced by the number of accessible h'igher order un'its

or by the availability of names of higher order unjts as retrjeval cues.

It seems that even when the experimenter does not'impose any particular

organìzation on the material the subiect has to menlorize, subiects can

and do organize the words into larger units. sonle of these subiect-

un.its (S-units) consist of words from meaningful conceptuaì categories,

but others seem to be based on other principles--assoc'iat'ive groupings,

structural characte¡istics, and simiIarity of sound patterns--and stjII

others appear to be determíned'idiosyncrat'ically (Tulving, 1962, 1964)'

It had been suggested earlier (Tulving, 1964) that the functional
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significance of S-unitso whatever their nature, lay in the increased

accessibì'lity of individual items constituting a unìt. Thus, if an

indivjdual list item has been stored as a part of a larger unit, it

does become more accessible for retrieval when other itenis'in the same

unit are access'ible" !,lhile this organization of materiaì, vrhether

suggested by the experimenter or imposed by the subiects seems to affect

recall performance by makìng the desired information more accessible,

it need not have any effect on the availability of the information in

the storage"

llumerous stud'ies have rep'licated and extended the Tulv'ing and

pearlstone findings. Retrieval cues facilitate recall when they are

presented durìng both learnjng and recall" Retrieval cues do not

facilitate recall when they are presented only for the recall trial

unless the pre-established assoc'iatÍon between the cue and the to-be-

recal I ed word i s of consi derabl e strength (Thomson & Tul vi ng , 1970; i'Jood,

1967b)" It seems like'ly therefore that a retrieval cue is effect'ive

only if the infornratìon about its relation to the to-be-recalled item

is stored at the same time that the item is stored. This view is

supported by the fact that,'in general, the presence of a retrieval cue

hav'ing a strong pre-experimental assocìat'ion with the to-be-recalled

ìtem has little'influence on the recall of the iterr if the'item has been

studied in the presence of a weak associate (Thomson & Tulving, 1970)'

Both theoretical'ly and practica11y, therefore, retrieval opera-

tions comp'lete the act of remembering that begins with encoding of

informatìon about an event ìnto the memory store. Thus, remembering 'is

regarded as a io'int product of information stored'in the past and
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information present in the immediate cognitive envjronment of the

rememberer. As suche some sort of a complex interact'ion betleen stored

information a\d certaìn features of the retrieval environment seems to

be jnvolved in convert'ing a potential memory'into conscious awareness of

the original event and corresponding behav'ior. Tulving and Thomson

(1SZS¡ point out that these relations between the effects of the past

and present'inputs and the interaction of the memory trace w'ith the

retrieval environment, constitute the domain of theories of retrieval.

In a recent review of the literature, Tulv'ing and Thomson (1973)

have attenrpted to more adequateìy spec'ify the processes 'involved in

retri eval . They concl ude that the ' encodi ng-s pec'i f i c'i ty pri nc'i p'l e '

appears to be the best abje to account for most of the data from

.i nves tì gat'ions of retri eval nrechan'i sms . Accordi ng to thi s pri nci pl e,

.it .is hypothesi zed that speci f ic encod'ing operations performed on vrhat

is perceived determine what'is stored, and what'is stored determines

what retrievai cues are effective in providing access to vrhat ìs stored.

As sucho the memory trace of an event and hence the properties of

effective retrieval cues are determined by the specific encoding oper-

ations performed by the system on the input stimuli. The trace'itself

.is simply the l'ink between encoding cond'itions and the retrieval env'iron-

ment and, from the point of view of psychologica] ana'lyses of memory'

need have no more real'ity than ís impìied by the relation between

encodì ng and retri eval "

The crux, therefore, of the encoding spec'ificity hypothes'is'is

that the effectjveness of a retrieval cue depends prinrarily upon the

nature of the encoding process, and not on pre-established language
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habits" In order for a word to be an effective retrieval cue for

another word, information about the two vrords must be stored at the

same time. G'iven that the two words are encoded at the same time and

one can serve as a retrieval cue for the other,'it does not necessariìy

follow that the tv¡o words are stored together. The ev'idence (l,Jood" 1972)

suggests that words may be stored independent'ly, The fact that related

words are frequently recalled consecut'ively could be due to the subject's

use of a retrieval plan to l'ink the related words. That ìs, by making

a storage-retrieval dist'inction, one can attribute the dependency of

words at recall to retrieval, not storage processes"

0rqani zation and lulemory

As can be seen from the foregoirg, â cruc'ial area of jnvest'igat'ion

inherent'in any anaìysis of storage and retrieval in free recall involves

the role of organizational processes in menrory. Thjs is necessari'ly so

because of the consistent finding that indiv'idual lìst'itens are not

always processed independently of one another, thus hinting at the dis-

crepancy between nominal and functional units of material, or between

experimenter or subject dictated units.

It is a generally observed phenomenon that subiects usually

produce their responses in recall in an order d'ifferent from the present-

ation order. Th'is is a phenomenon specìfic to free recall where the

output orderis free to vary. As such, any discrepancies between input

and output orders, under conditions where output orders shor,v systematjc

consjstencies provide evjdence for organjzational processes in remember-

ing. There are, however, two approaches to defining organization.

Orqanization defined in the weak sense refers to consjstent discrepanc'ies
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between input and output orders that are independent of the subject's

prior famil'iarity with a set of input items" Th'is type of organization
'is typicaiìy referred to as 'primary organization' (Turving, 1969).

The recency effect, for instance, being related to the subject's tend-

ency to recall terminal input items from a homogeneous list before

recall of other items, regardless of the characteristics of these itemsu

is one of the manifestations of primary organizat'ion,

Organization is also defined in a strong sense. Such organiza-

tion occurs when the output order of items is governed by semantic or

phonetic relations among items or by the subject's prior, extra-

experimental acquaintance with the items constituting a list. Thjs

type of organìzation ìs typically labelled'secondary organization'

(Tulving, 1968)" It can be measured in a variety of lvays and can be

related to both independent variables and other dependent variab'les,

thus illuminat'ing some of the underìying processes 'in free recal l. As

such, the 'secondary organizational processes' are particularly relevant

to the present ana'lysis.

Theoretical explanations of the factors underìying secondary

organ'ization have typica'l1y focused on two processes--association ano

superordination" The problem has been one of whether the organ'izatìon

of verbal responses can be explained in ternts of relatively s'imple

associative connections betuleen words, or vlhether it is necessary to

invoke an additional princip'le such as superordination. Accordìng to

this principìe individual items are organized into higher leve'l units

v'i a med'i ati onal mechani sms "

That associational mechanisms are involved in orqanization cannot



be denied" The difficulty, however, is in definjng on what basis'items

are associated. Conceptuaì1y (and ernpirically) the adopt'ion of the

conceptual category model allov¡s for the study of these parameters

through the study of more complex events (e"g", larger units man'ipulating

organization independently of the to-be-recalled events) (Wood, I972).

In any event, 'it seems that if material 'is organized recall is

better and clustering tends to occur (Tulving, 1968). it does not seem

to matter whether the organization is in terms of associations among the

'itenrs of a list, superord'inate categories, or sequential dependencies

(K'intsch, 1970)" In all of these cases, the organisnris somehol able to

take advantage of the structure which is present in the learning materìa1.

Logically, there are two ways'in which this can happen: perhaps organ-

'ized material is easier to store in memory, or perhaps organization of

the material facilitates the retrieval process. The two possibil'ities

are not nrutually exclusive, of course. In fact, 'it seents clear that

both are inrportant 'in recall " From the available evidence (e.g., Tulv'ing

& Pearlstone,1966;0s1er,1968), one is led to conclude that retrìeval

cues in recall are effective in the sense that they help subjects to

recall itenls which they couìd not have recalled otherv¡ise, but only if
these cues are relevant to the way ìn which the subject had stored the

learning materiaì. Thus, informat'ion about the retrieval cue must be

stored with the infornratìon about the learning nraterial. As was poìnted

out earl'ierin the discussion of subjective organization, even if the

input nraterial is not organized by the experimenter, the subiect vrill

impose his own organization on it" It appears that the major problem

which a subject'is faced with in a free recall situation is to organìze
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the material for h'imself so that it can be retrieved later. if a list

is already object'ive1y organ'ized, the subiect's task is facilitated'

but in either case, ìong-term recall pre-supposes organization of the

learni ng materi aì .

|lJh'i I e there 'i s much evjdence to support the rol e of organi za-

tional processes in free recall learning, the nature of these processes

remains controversial . It'is still not clear rvhether free recall

I earni ng actual 'ly 
ì nvol ves tlo d'i sti nct organi zati onal processes ' 0ne

organ'izational process is believed to be the groupings of itenrs into

h'igher order memory units, such that all the members of each unit are

recalled or none is recalled. The second process is bel'ieved to involve

the development of a retrieval pìan to allow the subject to move from

one higher order memory unit to another during recall (cf" Bovrer, 1970a;

Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966). In th'is nrodel, free recall learning can be

v'iewed as 'involvìng a two-level storage system. The to-be-recalled

material'is organized into clusters and stored at one level, and labels

for the clusters are stored at a d'ifferent level. Retrieval from

storage is accomplished by using the stored labels.

In addition, while the 'importance of cues for recall supports

the need to nlake a distìnction between storage and retrieval processes'

j t i s not cl ear v¡hether organì zati on 'i nf l uences s torage, retfli eva'l , or

both. lnlood (197?) poi nts out that the attempts to asses s the i nf I uence

of organizational processes on storage and retrieval have not been

successful partia'lly because there does not appear to be any way to

directly assess storage, The suggestion is that it nray be imposs'ibìe

to determine whether storage is independent (i.e", v¡hether organizat'ion
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influences retrieval only), This questions the position held by Tulv'ing.

Tulv.ing (1968) has argued that organization is a property of retrieval"

H.is position is that organ'ization of material into coherent recall

units does not occur because these ìtems are stored together but rather

because of a retrieval plan established during learning. Further

research investigat'ing both organization and retrieval is needed if

these ìssues are to be clarified, Mandler (1967) has suggested that if

We are to fuily understand how these processes develop' We must go to

the developmental study of language, semantics and verbal behavior"

Retri eval 'in Recogni!'ion-and Fl'ee Recal 1

The processes involved in recognition and free recall have been

a source of debate for some time. The basic issue is whether recognition

l'ike recall involves a retrieval process" This issue is one that dis-

tinguishes between one and two process theories of recall.

The dual process theory of recall assumes that while recall

depends upon the retrieval of items by means of the organization of

storage, recognition does not, Thus, what iS presumab'ly the case is

that we are dealing with two distinct processes in memory--a retrieval

process and a decision process. Recognition, therefore, depends solely

upon a simpìe decision process unaffected by organizational variables.

Subjects process a word presented in the recognition task, look up that

in the long-term storage and, if in fact it had a tag indicating that

it had been previously presented, then it would be recognized as an old

item. Kintsch (igOe) has summarized this point of view most emphati-

cally by saying that Organization "can have no effect on recognit'ion'

s'ince organization facilitates retrieval and only recall involves
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retrieval." The single process approaches assunre, on the other hand,

that recal I and recogn'i ti on i nvol ve bas i ca'l ìy the same processes .

0rganizational processes and hence, retrieval, are involved in both

learning tasks. The dual process theories, therefore, claim that u¡hile

recall involves a decision process and a retrieval process, recognition

requires onìy a decisìon process. The sing'le process theories assume,

on the other hand, that decision processes and retrieval processes are

'i nvol ved i n both recal I and recogni ti on "

The d'ifferences between the two approaches have not been resolved.

Mandl er (tglZ) argues for a one process approach v¡h'ile l'lurdock (1968)

and Kintsch (1970) continue to argue for a dual process explanation.

The weight of evidence, however, appears to be favoring the one process

approaches. Tulving and Thonrson (1973) have provìded results that cannot

occur according to the two process theory of recall and recogn'it'ion, and

other versions of the generation-recognition model. They a'lso point out

that differences in recall and recognitìon of identical material stored

under different encoding conditions do not simply reflect established

differences in "strength" of traces. They demonstrate hor¿r the recall

and recognitíon of items stored under identical encoding conditions are

'influenced, somet'imes greatly inf'luenced, by the nature of information

present'in the retrieval environnrent" Thus, t'rh'ile nlenlory traces may be

said to vary in strength, or qualìty, or durability, more importantìy,

they vary in the spec'ificity of code they carry as to the effectiveness

of various kinds of retrieval infornration that govern the recovery of

the stored information. In this v/ay, encoding specificity and retrieval

are crucial to both recogn'ition and recall.
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Desp'ite the simi I arity of processes i nvol ved i n recogn'itj on and

recall, the fact that there are differences involved'in the utìlizat'ion

of each seems undeniable. If we view recognition and recall on a con-

tinuum of complexity, then recall, because of the necessity of the

productìon of an ident'ifying response wììi be ntore susceptible to

interference effects. Thus, even though recogn'ition may require a

retrieval process, it may not be as com¡rìex a function as that requìred

'in recall. In this way, it would not exhibit as great an interference

effect if it became dysfunctional. This positjon is of crucial 'impor-

tance in the literature on memory disorder in schizophrenia, since

invest'igators empioying a recognition paradigm lrave typically not inter-

preted beyond their results in ternrs of evidence for retrieval deficit.

Besides impi'icating a retrieval difference, the consistent

finding that schizophrenics perform as well as normals on a recognition

memory task (e.g., Bauman,1968; L97la, 197lb) but perform quite poorly

on a recall tasku r,vould tend to argue against interference at input as

a result of attentional factors. Since the information'is evident'ly

,getting in'on the recogn'ition task, then it is also, in all pr"obab'ility,

'gett.ing inr on the recall task" The poorer performance on the recall

task by the schizophrenic, therefore, frâY be a result of the more com-

plex organizationa'l and retrieval functions demanded by the task. The

retrieval dysfunction that'is posited as occurring in the schizophren'ic

.is thus hypothesized as occurring at a higher level than that requ'ired

by recognition memory"
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From the ava'ilable evidence, ìt seems that there are crucial

nlethodolog'ical and theoretical approaches that have been developed in

the jnvestigation of information process'ing that can be appfied mean-

ingful'ly to the ana'lysis of schizophrenic thought disorder' Typica]1y'

the app'licatjon of these developments to clinical investigations has

'lagged far behind. Rev'iews (e.g", Zimet & F'ishman, 1970) of cl'in'ical

investigatiòns into schizophrenic memory disorder still ìargely criticize

the methodo'logical soundness and sophistication of ntost of these

studies. For these reasons, most of the literature in memory dysfunc-

tion in schizophrenia is frauqht wÍth contradictions and ill-defined

pr0cesses.

As vlas poìnted out earlier, interference theory' as a broad

exolanation of schizophrenic deficìt, appears to be the only theory

comprehensive enough to account fot" tvhat is known (Buss & Lang, 1965)'

Interference theory assunles that when a schizophrenic is faced with a

task he cannot attend properly or in a sustained fash'ion, mainta'in set,

or change the set quickly when necessary' His ongoìng response tendenc'ies

suffer interference fron irrelevant, external cues and from ''internal'

st.imul-i whi ch consi st of devi ant thoughts and associ ati ons . These cause

h.is associ at'ions to deteriorate because they act as di stractors . To

the extent that stimul.i have indiv'idual, idiosyncratìc neanings (associ-

ations), they wìll hand'icap the schizophrenic 'in his respondjng to them'

Thus, interference theory provides a broad exp]anation of

sch'izophrenic thought d'isorder. However, it seems that what is needed

'is a specific app'lication of various techniques at input, storage' and

SUMMARY AND STATEI'{ENT OF HYPOTHESES
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output in an attempt to evaluate the role of interference at any or all

of these stages. It seems logical that if a component analysis of

these interference effects can be accomplished, then a greater under-

standing of the processes involved in the'schjzophrenic deficit'w'ill

resul t.
As such, the present investigation was designed to provide

evidence on the effects of interference at output" tsy emp'loying a

modified Tulving and Pearlstone (1966) design, it was posited that a

distinction between what information is available in the memory store

of the schizophrenic as compared to what information is accessible could

be accomplished" This distinction parallels the distinction betvreen

retention and recall and would indicate whether the schizophrenic is

learning the material but'is unable to recall it or whether he'is simply

not learning the material. If the former occurred, it would implicate

a retrieval dysfunction among the schizophrenic group. Such a finding

would tend to argue against the 'input' exp'lanations of schizophren'ic

deficit (e.g., attention--l4cGhie, 1968; set--Shakow, 1963). 0n the

other hand, if the latter was revealed, interference effects at input

would seem to be implicated. In any event, the present research will

provide evidence relevant to both of these processes.

Four hypotheses were evaluated in the present research.

Hypotheses 1 to 3 tested various aspects of interference theory and

were considered ancillìary to the major focus of the investigation"

Hypothes'is 4 was of criticai importance sìnce it provided the evidence

that tested the effects of retrieval on schizophrenic memory functionjng.

In terms of spec'ifìc hypotheses, the following predictions were tested:
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Hyp_othe-s_i_s- 1--Across al I cond'itions the schi zophreni c group

w'ill shov¡ an absolute recall performance that ìs lower

than the normal group"

Thus, the schizophren'ics should show a rnore marked reactíon to the'inter-

ference produced in a free recall s'ituat'ion than the normals. This

greater susceptibility to ìnterference effects should be observed in

all conditions and will be reflected 'in an overal'l poorer recall score.

Hypothesis 2--Relative to the normal groups, the schizo-

phrenic group should show significantly less benefit from

practi ce.

Thus, wh'ile both the schizophrenic and normal groups should show improve-

ments in recall with practice, the normal group's gain should be signìfi-

cant'ly superi or. Thi s compari son was i ncl uded ì n an attempt to repl 'icate

Bauman's (Lg7l) ti n¿i ng where i t was shown that wh'il e the sch'izophreni cs

'improved in recall with practìce, the effect of instructjons for organiz-

at'ion of output produced no sign'ificant fac'il'itative effect" The normals,

on the other hand, showed s'ignificant increases under both cond'itions.

Hypothes'is l--A greater recall w'ill be observed lvhere

recall is cued as compared to not cued for both the

schìzophrenic and normal groups.

Thus, in terms of lvhether recall is cued or not cued, it 'is expected

that for both groups the prov'ision of cues will signifjcantly ìncrease

the number of words recalled" This will support the distinctìon betleen

'ava'ilability' and 'accessibility' and vrill jndicate that for both groups

sufficient infornatjon was available in memory for the reproduction of

the words but that this information was not accessible.
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Hypothe!is 4--The schizophrenic group will show a s'ig-

njficantly greater increase than the normal group 'in the

number of items recalled in the cued as compared with the

non-cued condi t'ion.

The schizophrenic group w'ill, therefore, show a much greater effect of

cues. This will indicate that at least a part of the poorer perform-

ance observed in schizophrenic recall is a function of a faulty retrieval

mechani sm"
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Experimental Des'iqn

The basic design was a modification of the design employed by

Tulving and Pearlstone (1965) in which categorized r^rord lists cons'ist-

ing of both (a) category names, and (b) words representing instances of

categori es , are presented to subjects (!s ) . Inrmedi ateìy af ter a si ng'le

presentation of the 1ist, two recall tests (either non-cued recall

followed by cued recall [NCR-CR] or cued recall followed by cued recall

[Cn-Cnl are given in succession. The second recal] test is aìways given

under the conditjons of CR" This design allows for the experimental

separation of information that is available and information that is

accessible in the memory store through an analysis of the effects of

retrieval on information loss. The present design differed from that

of Tulv'ing and Pearlstone in several significant ways:

(1) In the present study, list'length was held constant at 24

jtems" In the Tulving and Pearlstone study, three levels of list length

(12,24 and 48 items) were employed" The exclusion of l'ist length as a

variable was djctated by two considerations. Tulving and Pearlstone

had shown that the superiority of CR over NCR was an increasing function

of list length" Thus, a median superiority of CR over NCR could be

obtained by choosing the list of intermediate length. Another

CHAPTER I I
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consideration in the selection of list length was the capability of

the Ss tested. It seemed necessary to employ a ìist that would not

prove too difficult for the schizophrenic group and yet not prove too

easy for the normal group. Thus, although Tulving and Pearlstoneos

results indicated that the superiority of CR over NCR would have been

more clearìy demonstrated with a list length of 48 items' this list

length would have, in alì probability, put the schizcphrenic group at

a greater dîsadvantage than the normal group. For this reason the lÍst

length of intermediate difficulty (?4 items) was employed.

(2) There were two levels of items per category' (IPC = 1 or 4)

empìoyed in the present investigation" 'Items per category' refers to

the number of items to be remembered per category name. Thus, in IPC = 1

there was presented one category name followed by one item to be

remembered, and in iPC = 4 there vJas one category name followed by four

items to be remembered. Tulving and Pearistone had ernp'loyed three levels

of iPC (one, two or four items). The exclusion of IPC = 2 from the

present investigation was based on their finding that the superiority

of CR over NCR was a decreasing function of IPC. As such, the manipula-

tion of the two extreme IPC levels (one or four itenis) vlould provide

the data relevant to the IPC variabìe comparison'

(3) The !s .in the present study were shown three separate lists

to learn. The Tulving and Pearlstone study employed only one lìst"

Mult.iple lists were included in the present investigation so that the

practice effect could be evaluated in terms of normal-schizophrenic

differences due to the effects of interlist interference (proactive

inhibition) and practice on performance'
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(4) In the present study, two S groups (schizophrenic and

normal) were investigated" The Tulv'ing and Pearlstone data was obtained

so'le1y from a normal sample" The normals in the present study acted

as a control group while the major focus of investìgation was on the

schizophrenic performance. In all other aspects, the design and proce-

dure of the present investigat'ion were identical to that of Tulv'ing and

Pearl s tone "

Thus, the design of the present investigat'ion included four

ìndependent variables. Three of these were 'between' factors and one

was a 'within' factor.

(a) between

(c) between - subject group (schizophrenic versus normal)

(d) within - the effects of practice over the three lists.

In addition, the change'in performance from recall Test 1 to recall Test

2 for each list was evaluated. This, however, was not considered as a

major factor" The evaluation of this factor could only be performed

between groups. A within group comparison of the second recall test

could not be performed since no safe assumptions could be made about

availability of information 'in the nremory storage after different treat-

ments 'i n the f ì rs t recal I tes t.
The des'ignu therefore, can be conceptual'ized as a ? x ? x 2 x 2

x 3 design. Besides the computation of the recal'l analysis of variance,

the analysis was spiit across recall (recall Test 1 - recall Test 2) so

that two separate 2 x 2 x 2 x 3 ana'lys'is of variance could be performed

on the major variables, This was done to facilitate the comparison of

(b) between

- items per category (IPC = one or four jtems)

- conditions of recall in the first recall test
(CR versus NCR)
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recal'l performance relevant to Hypothesis 4. A separate analysis of

onìy the List 1 recall scores was performed in order to evaluate the

effect of the cues on List 1 recall performance" The List I analysis

was the critical analysis. The effects of List 2 and List 3 were

analyzed in relation to List 1 to evaluate any change in performance as

a result of practice.

hlord Li s ts

The lists were comprised of itenrs and categories derived from

three sources: Battig and Montague (1969), Shapiro and Palermo (1970),

and Hunt and Hodge (1971)" There were six experimental lists as well as

a practice list emp'loyed in the present study. The practice list con-

sisted of 30 items and 12 categories. The number of items per category

varied from one to four. The six lists employed in the experimentaì

task were of two types: (a) lists ?4-L where there were 24 items to be

learned and each item was preceded by a category narne, and (b) lists

24-4 where there were 24 items to be learned but only six category

names. Each of the six category names in lists 24-4 were foìlowed by

4 items to be learned that were specific instances of that category.

The six experimental lists as well as the practice list are presented

in Appendices 1,2à,2b, ?c and 3a, 3b and 3c.

The composition of the lists was arrived at in two stages. In

Stage one, the categories to be emp'loyed ìn the various lists were

chosen randomly from the three established lists of norms (i.e., Battig

& Montague, 1969; Shapiro & Palermoe 1970; Hunt & Hodge, 197i). In the

next stage, the items or instances of the categories (lPC = 1 or 4) were

selected randomly from the top 15 associations of each category reported
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in the published norms. This procedure was folloured in order to control

for any inflation of recall scores as a result of free association to

the category names.

The presentation order of the lists and list iterns vras counter-

balanced within each experimental condition. This was done in an

attempt to control for any possib'le confounding effects of item or list"

Subj ects

Schizophrenic Subjects

The schizophrenic subiects (l'l = 48) were selected from the

medical case records of inpatients at the Brockville Psychiatric Hospital,

Kingston Psychiatric Hospital, London Psychiatric Hospital, and Royal

gttawa Hospital. Each had a confirmed psychiatric diagnosis of schizo-

phrenia, with no evidence of organic damage, convulsive disorders,

alcoholism, or mental retardation. These subiects were then subjected

to a progressive'ly more definitive set of criteria. These were applied

'in an attempt to control for any possible extraneous ìnfluences on the

memory performance of the schizophrenic samp'le (e.9"" McQhie, 1969;

Buss & Lang, i965). The pretest standards involved a sequential applica-

t'ion of the fol I owi ng cri teri a:

(1) a psychiatrist's diagnosis of schizophrenic reaction or

schi zophrenia, any subtype. This r^las a'lways the patient'S cument and

primary diagnosis and had been firmly established prior to testing.

(2) a current hospitalization of less than tvto years. Patients

who had been hosp'italized continuously for a period of time greater than

two years were not included in the sample in order to control for the

possible adverse effects of long-term continuous institutionalization
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on the information process'ing abilities (e.g., Brown, 1960) "

(3) between the ages of 20 and 40 inclusive.

(a) no electro-convulsive shock treatment for at least one year

prior to testìng.

(5) no diagnosis of an organic brain djsorder and no nlent'ion of

possible brain damage 'in the medical chart. Thus, anyone suspected of

having any braìn dysfunction due to organic involvement r,^ras excluded from

the study"

(6) not currentìy on the disturbed r,vard or in seclus'ion.

(7) only pat'ients whose antipsychotic nredicat'ion vras of the

phenothiazine group were chosen. They also must have been on that medi-

cation for at least seven days. it was decided not to interfere with

medi cati on partly because i t was a rneans of avo'idì ng bi as'ing the sampì e

of pati ents ('i . e. , of pat'ients wel 1 enouglr to be taken of f drugs ) and

partìy because a survey of the I'iterature suggests that the effects of

phenothiaz'ines on memory tests are min'irnal (e.g., Vestre, 1961; He'lper,

l,lilcott & Sol , 1963)" Also, by statistical]y holding the type of medica-

tion constant any between medication variance could be controlled. The

medications of each pat.ient were recorded fully at the tìme of testing.

They were recorded in chlorpromazine equivalent units through the use of

the Kline and Lehman (1965) equivalency tables. The body vreight of each

pati ent was al so recorded so that the rat'i o of nl'i 1 
'l i granrs of chl orpro-

mazìne to ki'logranrs of body weight could be calculated" It was posìted

that a more meaningfu'l analysis of the effects of the med'ication on

performance could be presented if the dosage to body weight ratio was

employed rather than dosage alone. By doing so, a po-s-t hoç ana'lysis of
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variance could be performed and the effects of medication on perform-

ance eval uated.

All of the schizophrenic subjects who met these criteria were

then screened further. To validate the diagnosis of schizophrenia, two

scales designed to assist in the diagnosis of schizophrenia were

employed: (1) tfre Schizophrenic Checklist (Whitman, 1967 ) and (2) a

thirty-item shortened form of the Sc Scale of the MI4PI (Sqi Scale;

Welsh, 1952). The cut-off point for the Schizophrenic Checklist was

fouritems out of six. Thus, onìy those scoring four or above were

included in the study. 0n the 5q1 Scale, subjects had to ach'ieve a

minimum score of six. All of the subjects who nret these criteria vJere

then administered the Shipley-Hartford Scale (Shipley, 1940). 0n'ly

those patients lvho received vocabulary scores above 21 were included in

the study. The cut-off score of 21 roughly approximates the lower end

of the average 'intelf igence range as measured by the l,Jechsler Adult

Intel'ligence Scale (Wechsìer, 1949)" Thus, only those subjects who were

of average or above average intelligence u¡ere included in the study.

Si nce research w'ith schi zophreni cs has suggested the 'importance

of both the process-reactive dimension and symptom pattern (paranoid-

non-paranoid) (Buss & Lang, 1965; Z'imet & Fishman, I970) ratings on

these factors were obtained for each nrember of the schizophrenic group"

These rat'ings were not part of the selection criteria and were obtained

so that a post hoc analysis of these dìmensions could be performed in

order to provide inforrnation regard'ing their effects on performance

that might be relevant to further research" The process-react'ive

classificat'ion was achieved by administerinq the Ullman-G'iovannoni
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Self-Report Scale (Ullman & Giovannoni, 1964) r¡rhich consists of 24

True-False questions which are answered by the pat'ient. Questions cover

such areas as interpersonal relations, marita'l status, premorbid adjust-

ment, work history, mental health status, etc. The questions are scored

in the reactive direction. A med'ian sp'lit was used to class'ify the

patients into the two categories: LZ or below was considered process,

while 13 or above was considered reactive. Thìs procedure has been

validated by l{eld and Cromwell (1968)u Johnson and Reis (tg6Z),Ober

(1966), Watson and Logue (1969). The complete scale is given in

Appendix 4.

In order to categorize the schizophrenic subjects on the

parano'id-non-paranoi d dimens'ion, two measures vlere empl oyed. These

v\,ere: (a) Wfritman's (i967) Paranoid Checklist wllich r¡ras rated by the

ward psychiatrìst, and (b) a shortened form of the [ll1PI Pa Scale (Pa1

Scale; l,ielsh, 1952)" Although both of these dev'ices are True-False

scales, the items were rated on a 7-po'int scale to allow for a more

accurate discrimìnat'ion along the dimens'ions" For purposes of anaìys'is,

only the sch'izophrenìcs fall'ing at the extreme ends of the d'imensìons

were included" This was defined as those subjects scoring at least one

standard deviation above or below the niean on the djmens'ion beìng

analyzed, This procedure was followed in order to accentuate any

differences 'in recall that occurred in conjunction with either paranoia

or non-paranoia and process or reactive adiustment.

In addition to this analysis between the extreme groups, a

suppl ementary analys i s r¡ras performed i n whi ch mul tì ple analyses of

covariance Were applied to the data. ThiS was performed'in an attempt
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to control for any confounding that might have occurred as a result of

the correlationship between the two dimensions. In this vrayo âry inter-

relationship of these two dimensions and recall performance could be

assessed"

Normal_SuÞiects

The normal subjects (N = 48) were obtained from the Nursing

Service staff and Support staff of the Brockville Psychiatric Hospita'|.

The criteria for the normal subjects were as follows:

(t) no history of psychiatric hospitalization'

(2) age between 20 and 40 inclusive, and

(3) Shipiey-llartford Vocabulary score above 21.

The subjects meeting these criteria were assigned randomly to the two

treatment condi ti ons .

Because of the possibility of undiagnosed schizophrenia among

the normal (control) group that could possibly tend to depress any

normal-schizophrenic differencese the SJ Scale of the l'11'1PI (l,Jelsh,

1952) was administered to all of the control group members. Any sub-

jects who showed the presence of psychopathology as defined by a

significant'ly hìgh score on the Scl Scale were excluded from the sample.

As with the schizophrenic subiects, the normai subjects' participation

in the experiment was completely voluntary"

Comparison of the Subiect Groups

4te

Sch.i zolhre_ni c GrouP

The means and standard deviations

subject groups on the pretest nleasures are

of the four schizophrenic

presented in Table 1"
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Descriptive data outlining age, education, number of hospitalizations,

length of current hospitalization, total 'length of hospitalization, and

medication dosage, are a'lso presented in Table 1. The raw data on all

of these measures are presented in Appendix 5"

0ne-way analyses of variance between the four experimental con-

ditions on all of these factors failed to reveal any significant

differences" The F values relevant to each of these comparisons are

a'lso presented in Table 1. As can be seen, none of these even approach

significance. Thus, al'l four of the schizophrenic subiect groups were

highly comparable on all of the relevant pretest measures as weìl as

all of the descriptive characteristics and medication"

l'lorlg] Group

The means and standard deviations of the four normal subject

groups on the relevant pretest materials are presented in Table 2.

Descriptive data indicating age and education are also included" The

raw data on all of these measures are presented in Appendix 5.

gne-lvay ana'lyses of variance between the four experimental condi-

tions on all five relevant factors revealed no significant differences.

The F values relevant to each of these comparisons are a'lso presented

in Table 2. Thus, wjth regard to age, education, vocabuìary, and SJ

score, al'l four of the normal groups were high'ly comparable.

Schizoohrenic x Normal Comparison

¿{6

Because the normal and schizophrenic groups' performances were

be'ing compared, it was important that both subject types be comparable

on several relevant factors, From a comparison of Table 1 and Table 2,

it can be seen that all four normal groups were highly comparable to the
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four schizophren'ic groups on age, level of education, and Shipley-

Hartford Vocabulary score. An ana'lysis of variance between the groups

revealed non-significant differences on all three pretest measures:

age (F =.00; df = L,95; p>.10), education (r =.04; df = 1o 95;

p>"10)o and vocabulary score (F = "00, df = 1,95; p>.i0)" The only

major difference concerned the greater standard deviations shown by the

schizophrenic groups on the Shipley-Hartford Vocabulary test. This was

suggestive of a greater variability in scores accepted above the minimum

cut-off poÍnt for the schizophrenic groups. The normals, on the other

hand, showed a greater homogeneity of scores, This difference reflected

the greater difficulty in obtaining schizophrenics who met all of the

pretest criteria and who scored greater than 21 on the Ship'ley-Hartford.

Because the majori ty of normal subiects tended to score around the

reported means, the extreme scores were eliminated. This resulted in

less variance in the normal sample. The only significant differentiating

factor was the sJ scale (F (1, 95) = 103.68, p<.001). This indicated

the statistical separat'ion of the schizophrenic and normal groups by

means of the sci scate.

In summary, therefore, all of the experimental groups tended to

be comparable on the pretest and descriptive measures, with the exception

of the SJ Scate. All four schizophrenic groups scored s'ign'ificantìy

higher on the sJ scale than did the four normal groups.

Attrition Rates

&8

The number of subiects

ness to cooperate at each level

'in Table 3. As can be seen, a

lost as a result of exclusion or unwilling-

of experimental involvement are presented

great many schizophrenic subjects (N = 131)
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were excluded on the basis of the'ir failure to meet the pretest

crite¡ia. Qnly a few (N = 3) of the schizophrenics who had met the

pretest c¡iterja and who had started the experimental task dropped out"

Four schizophrenics were lost due to apparatus breakdowns.

Many normals (N = 60) were also excluded because of the'ir fajlure

to meet the pretest critería. Unl'ike the schizophrenics, none of the

normal subjects dropped out of the experiment once they had begun the

expe¡imental task. Two normal subjects \^lere lost because of apparatus

breakdowns.

P-rocedure

Schi zophren'i c Subiects

The pat'ients whose medi cal f i I e i nformati on met the 'i ni ti al

crjteria and whose Schìzophrenic Checklist score as completed by the ward

psychìatrist had partiaily validated the dìagnosis of sch'izophrenia were

seen i ndi vì dua'l]y so that the nature of the task coul d be expl a'ined 'in

detail" They vrere told that the results of their performance vrould not

be made known to the hosp'ital and, therefore, could have no bearing on

thejr treatment or discharge. They urere then asked to volunteer for the

study. Those volunteering were then admin'istered the Sc1 Scale (ìrJelsh,

lgSZ). The patì ents whose scores i nd'icated a d'iagnos'i s of schì zophrenì a

were then included as subjects in the experiment. These patients were

then adminìstered the Ship'ley-Hartford Vocabulary Test. They were told

that the experinenter was looking for onìy those indiv'iduals whose

vocabulary fell within a narrow range. Patjents falling within the

vocabulary'limits were told that the test was sometimes used to estimate

average ìntelligence of groups of peop'le, but that it was not prec'ise
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enough to measure an individual's intelligence. Subiects rejected on

the basis of their Ship'ley-Hartford vocabu'lary score were told the same

thing and it was agaìn stressed that the experimenter was interested

only in the subject's vocabulary"

The subjects meeting the Shipìey-Hartford criterion were then

told that prior to the start of the experiment there were a series of

questíons that the experimenter wanted them to answer about themselves.

fhe þi Scale (Welsh " Lg52) and the Ullman-Giovannoni Se'lf-Report Scale

(Ullman-eiovannoni, 1964) were administered. In each case, the instruc-

tions for the scales v\,ere repeated until the patient demonstrated an

understanding of the task" After the administration of these pretesting

mate¡ials was comp'leted, the subiects were assigned randomly to one of

the four treatment conditions, with the provision that an equal number

of males (six) and fetnales (six) be assigned to each experimental

condi ti on.

Normal S.ubie.cts

The normal subjects who met the initial criteria of age and no

psychiatric hospital ization were administered the Ship'ley-Hartford"

They were told after taking the test that it was often used as an

approx'imate measure of intellìgence for groups of people, but that it

was not precise enough to determine the intelligence of individuals"

They were also told that the experimenter was primariìy interested in

determining their vocabulary ìevel, since words were to be used in the

experiment, Those subjects who met the vocabulary requirement were then

given tf.¡. gt1 Scale. 0n1y those subjects who met the Shipley-Hartford

and Scl Scale requirements were included in the normal sample.
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Assignnrent to the treatment groups was done randomlyo using

the same procedure as with the schizophrenic subiects" Thus, an equal

number of males (six) and females (six) were represented in each experi-

mental condition. Learning and testing procedures were also identical

with the procedures used with the schizophrenic groups.

lrlith the exception of the instruct'ions for the experimental task

itself (Appendix 5), no standardized narrative was used, although with

all subjects al1 of the relevant points jn the procedure were outlined"

This was done in an attempt to facilitate rapport with both the schizo-

phrenic and normal subjects" In all cases, care was taken to ensure

that the subjects comprehended the instructions and task they were to

perform.

Exoerimental Procedure

A practice list consisting of 30 nouns was administered to both

subject groups approx'imately two weeks before the first experimental

sess'ion. This was done individually. Both groups were provided with

12 category names and were required to class'ify the nouns into their

respective categories. These nouns and categories v¡ere d'ifferent from

those employed in the experimental lists but were derived from the same

three sources as the experimentai lists (e.g", Battig & Montague, 1969;

Shapiro & Palermo,1970; Hunt & Hodge,197i). The purpose of the

practjce I'ist was to invest'igate whether the schizophren'ic subjects

were able to categorize the items into the same categories as normals.

The subjects were run ind'ividually. They recorded their recall

in spec'ia'l1y prepared recall booklets that were distributed at the

beginning of the experimental sessjon. Instructions about the subject's
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task, and about the use of the recall booklets were presented by means

of a tape recorder. The instructions for the experinlental lists
informed the subjects that they would see and try to n¡emorize a list
of nouns or "names of various thiflgS", or groups of four nouns, and

that each word (or group of four words) would be preceded by another

word or phrase that described the word(s) to be remembered, but which

in itself did not have to be remembered (the complete instructions are

presented in Appendix 5). The subjects were then told the number of

categories, and the number of words per category in the lists that they

would learn. Spec'ial care was taken to ensure that each subject under-

stood all of the instructions" Apart from this informat'ionu no infornr-

ation was given to the subjects exactly what the condjt'ions of the

recall test were going to be, nor vrere they told that there would be

djfferent subjects in the same group"

The experimental lists vJere presented by means of a slide pro-

jector and screen. Each'item in the l'ists was presented for two seconds.

The category names also had a two-second presentation time" Thus, the

total presentatìÒn t'ime for ljsts 24-1 was 96 seconds and for lists 24-4

60 seconds" In the case of ljsts 24-I" each slide that was projected

contained one category name and one item. The presentation time for

each slide was therefore four seconds" In the case of lists 24-4, each

slide contained one category name followed by four items. The present-

ation time for each slide was therefore ten seconds" 0n all of the

sl'ides, the category name r^/as distjnguishable from tlre items to be

learned'in two ways: (a) 'it a'lways appeared at the top of the sìide,

and (b) it was always positioned closer to the left margin" Under all
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conditions the subjects were asked to read aloud the category name and

items. The lists were counterbalanced within groups so that any con-

founding effect of list items was controìled.

The amount of time given for the recall test was a'lways three

minutes" During this time the subjects attempted to recall as many of

the items as they couìd and record them in specia'l'ly prepared recall

booklets. For the condition of NCR, the recall booklets contained 24

consecutive'ly numbered lines. For the condition of CR, the recall

booklet listed all of the category names that occurred in the list being

recalled. These vrere in the same order as in the input list and each

category name was followed by one or four lines depending upon IPC"

At the end of the first recall test of the listo all subjects

recalted all the words they could renlember a second time under the

conditions of CR. There tnlas a tr¿lo-m'inute rest period betleen the second

recall (CR) of a list and the presentation of the next list.
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since the analys'is of the recall data requ'ired a mult'iple

comparison of the different independent and dependent factors, mult'ip1e

analyses of variance were performed. This allowed for a spec'ifìc

evaluation of the data relevant to the different hypotheses. The

analysis employed was therefore chosen because of its ability to

analyze multifactorial experiments where the factors are mixed (of

independent and correlated levels). Because of the complexity of the

design, these data vrere classified and presented according to the

followjng categories: (a) recall test one, (b) recall test two, and

(c) tist. The recall test one to recall test two change for each list

was measured by means of difference scores" Although the use of differ-

ence scores as a measure of change has been serious'ly criticized (see

Bereiter, 1963; Harris, i963; Cronbach, 1970), it was considered

justifiable in this instance t.¡ecause of the nature of the data" Since

the comparison being made was of a between group nature and was intended

to measure a tempora'l change, 'it was felt that the change score would

reflect representative changes across the recall tests" These changes

would therefore be a function of reliable group clifferences.

The analys'is of recail test one vras of critical importance

since it provided the ev'idence directìy relevant to the effects of

CHAPTER III

RESULTS
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cueing or not cueing recall as a function of group (schizophrenic and

normal). This comparison was crucial to the present invest'igation

since it tested the hypothesis that at least part of the variance

associated with schizophrenic memory deficit could be attributed to a

retrieval deficit. The analysis of recall test one was limited to the

list 1 recall scores because of the confounding practice effects that

occumed across the recal I tests and the three I ists. Th'is analys'is

can be conceptualized as a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial "

The analysis of recall test two was also performed only on the

list 1 recall scores. The second recall test was included in the

design, and the data from the second test analyzed and included in the

results primari'ly in order to investigate whether a subsequent present-

ation of category names as retrieval cues in the NCR-CR groups would

result in an increase in the number of retrieved words. This, therefore,

was a within subject verification of the between subject comparison in

recall test one where recall was either cued or not cued. in order to

evaluate this change across recall tests, difference scores were com-

puted. A constant value of 20 was added to the difference score from

recall test one to recall test two in order to eliminate any negative

val ues.

It should be emphasized that a major conceptual diffjculty was

inherent'in the analysis of the recall test two data, Tujving and

Pearlstone (1966) pointed out in their d'iscussion of the second recall

test that aside from the evaluation of the NCR to CR change from recall

test one to recall test two, a more detailed analysis of the recall test

two data was not warranted" This was so because no safe assumpt'ions
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could be made about the avaÍlability of information in the memory

storage after different treatments in the first recall test. This

cautionary statement is only partial'ly app'licable to the present

ana'lysis. Because the present investigation involved the comparison

of two groups whjch had received identical treatments, a between group

anaìysis could be performed without violating the Tulving and Pearlstone

ìogic. Thus, comparisons were made between the schizophrenic and normal

CR-CR groups and the schizophrenic and normal NCR-CR groups.

The analysis of the subjects' changes in performance as a

function of list was performed only on the recall test one recall scores.

This was done for tv¡o reasons. Since the analysis of the effects of

lÍst was intended to provide information regarding any Group differences

as a function of practice, the restriction to recall test one scores

eliminated the confounding problem of availability of information that

was specific to recall test two. Also, since the primary purpose of

this analysis was to provide evidence relevant' to tlypothesis 2, a more

detaììed analysis than that on recall test one was not needed" This

analysis can be conceptualized as a 2 x ? x 2 x 3 factorial.

In addìtion to the ana'lys'is of recall scores by Group, a post hoc

analysìs of the schizophrenic group's recall scores as a function of the

process-react'ive ancl paranoi d-non-parano'id f actors vtas performed " Th'is

was.investigated in an attempt to evaluate the effect of these factors

on the schìzophrenic group's recall scores. Two procedures were followed

in this analys'is. First, analyses of variance were performed ìn the

recall scores of the schizophrenics who had been classified into each

of the four groups. These groups represented the schizophrenics vrho
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scored at the extreme ends of either dimension. Second, analyses of

covariance were performed on the recall data of the entire schizophrenic

sample jn an attempt to evaluate whether recall scores varied as a

function of scores on the two d'imensions. tJoth of these analyses were

restricted to the schizophrenics' recall test one recall scores" The

raw data outlining the recall scores of each subject are presented in

Appendix 5.

Practice List

The results of the subject's performance on the pract'ice list
were analyzed by means of a test of proportions between independent

samples (see McNemar, 1969, pp. 58-63). This was performed because of

the lack of variance in the scores of the normal subjects" The results

of the analysìs indicated that there were no significant differences

between the sch'izophrenic and normal groups in their ability to correctly

categorize items (z = I.15, df = 1, Po.i0)" All of the normal subiects

were able to classify the'items without error and 45 of the 48 schizo-

phrenic subjects were able to match this performance" Three of the

schizophrenics made one error each on the practice líst. These three

errors were distributed over three of the experinrental groups. This

performance equ'ivalence suggested therefore that both groups were compar-

able in their ability to categorize itents by category name. Any differ-

ences el'icited in the experimental task urere therefore a result of the

experimental mani pu1 atì on "

First Recall Test

5B

The anaìysis of the effects of the independent variables'in the



first recall test was based only on the subiect's list 1 performance"

An ana'lys'is of these resu'lts (Table 4) yielded several rathelinterest-

'ing findings. As can be seen, two of the three independent variables

showed significant main effects and tvro interact'ions were significant"

The ma'in effect of Group (f = 47 "7L; df = 1, 88; p ¿.001) revealed that

the norma'l group recalled significantly more items than the schizophrenic

group (normal recall, x = L5.62; schizophrenic recall, i = 11.04). This

finding was, therefore, supportive of Hypothesis 1 which predicted that

across all cond'itions the schizophrenic group would show an absolute

recall performance that was lower than that of the normal group"

The main effect of Condit'ion (F = 77 "28; df = 1, 88; p z '001)

was also significant. This finding v¡as critical to the present jnvesti-

gation and revealed that overall, subiects recalled a significantly

greater number of items under the condition of cued recall ([ = 16.25)

than under the condition of non-cued recall (x = 10.42)" The Group x

Condit.ion interaction proved non-significant (F = 1"91; df = 1,88;

p > "10). Th'is findìng suggested that the superiority of cued recall

over non-cued recall was significant for both the schjzophrenic and

normal groups. A post hqc Scheffé test supported this suggestion" It

revealed a sign'ificant superiority of cued recall over non-cued recall

in both the norma'l (f = 2?.16; df = 7, BB; p<.0i) and schizophrenic

(F = 26.37; df = 7, BB; p<"01) groups. This finding can, therefore,

be seen as being supportive of Hypothesis 3 which predicted that a

greater recall would be observed where recall was cued as compared to

not cued for both the schizophrenìc and normal groups"
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Summary of Analysis of Variance of Correct Recall
Scores on Recall Test One on List 1 as a Function

of Group, IPC, and Recall Condition

Group

IPC

Group x iPC

Condi ti on

Source

TABLE 4

Group x Condition

IPC x Condition

GroupxiPCxCondition

t¡li thi n Cel I s

TOTAL

60

df

1

1

1

I

t-

1I

1

8B

oÃ

MC

504. 1646

1 " 5000

20 "I(,67

816 "6650

20 "1669

130 "6665

95 " 9993

10 .5682

I
47 "7r

"L4

i.91

77 "28

i "91

t2"36

9 .08

p_

< "001

> ,10

>.10

< "001

>"10

<.001

<"005



At first glancee the finding of a non-significant interaction

between Group and Condition seemed to suggest that Hypothesis 4 was not

supported" That is, the schizophrenics did not show a significantly

greater recall of items under cued recall than the normals" An investi-

gation of this result in relation to the variabie IPC, hov,rever, indicated

a significant differential group functioning as a function of recall

condition. The Group x Condition x IPC interaction therefore provided

support for Hypothesis 4 and was indicative of a retrieval deficit in

the schizophrenic group"

The interaction of IPC x Condition (t = 12.36; df = 1, BBi

p < .001) proved significant" ltlore important than this, however, was the

significant Group x IPC x Condition interactíon (F = 9,08; df = 1,88;

p<"005)" This finding was indicative of a differential group recall

performance as a function of IPC and Condition and suggested that the

previously stated significant IPC x Condition'interaction must have been

significant for only one of the groups. Post hoc analyses of variance

on each of the group's recall scores confirmed this suggest'ion" The

analyses revealed a non-significant IPC x Condition interaction (F = 109;

df = 1" 44; p> "10) w'ithin the schizophrenic group and a sígnificant IPC

x Condition interaction (F = 34"61; df = lu 44; p<.001) within the

normal group.

Thus, as can be seen from Figure 1, under cued recal'l' the

normal group recalled a greater number of items learned under IPC = ?4-L

than under IPC = 24-4. Under the condition of non-cued recall, the

opposite was true. Thus, under non-cued recall a greater number of

items learned under IPC = 24-4 were recalled than under IPC = 24-1"
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These results indicatedu therefore, that for the normaìs, under cued

recall, recall decreased as IPC increased; whereas, under non-cued

recal.|u recaìl increased as IPC increased" This finding is similar to

that of Tulving and Pearlstone (t900) and can be seen as being directly

supportive of their results. The schizophrenic subjects, on the other

hand, did not show this pattern, Theìr recalì performance indicated

that under both the non-cued and cued recall conditions, recall increased

as IPC increased.

This differential recall by the normals and the schizophrenics

as a function of IPC and Condition was critical to the present investi-

gation because of the support it gave to Hypothesis 4, Hypothesis 4

predicted that the schizophrenic group would show a greater increase in

the recall of list items than the normal group from the non-cued to cued

recall conditions. In the present analysis, the resuìts of the schizo-

phrenic group's recall relevant to this prediction differed as a function

of IPC" Thus, for the schizophrenicos recall of items learned under

IPC = 4 supported the prediction but recall of items ìearned under IPC

= 1 did not. As can be seen from Figure 1, under iPC = 1 similar

increases were observed in both the schizophrenic and normaì groups as

a function of recall condition, A post lloc Scheff6 test indicated that,

for IPC = 1, the increase in recall from non-cued to cued recall condi-

tions was significant for both groups (normals, F = 48.58; df = Tr BB;

p<.01 and schizophrenics, F = 28"49; df = 7, 88; p<"01). Thus, for

both groups a similar effect of cueing was observed" This finding l{as

not supportìve of Hypothesis 4 and did not indicate a retrieval deficit

in the schizophrenic grouP.
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Where the items were learned under IPC = 4, howeveru a different

pattern of recall was observed" Figure 1 suggested that the schizo-

phrenics'increase in recall from the non-cued to cued recall conditions

was significantly greater than that of the normals. A post hoc Scheff6

test of this result supported this suggestion" Thus, for the schizo-

phrenics a significant increase from non-cued to cued recall was

observed (F = 23.38; df = 7,88; p<"01); the normalse on the other

hand, showed a non-significant increase (F =.19; df = 7,88; p>.10).

The schizophrenics' significant increase and the normals' non-significant

increase resulted in a non-significant (F = "82; df = 7, BB; p>.10)

group difference under cued recall where IPC = 4. This was the only

condition in the present investigation where significant group differ-

ences were not observed as a result of the experimental manipulations.

The finding of a significant effect of cues in the schizophrenic

group under iPC = 4 was directly supportive of Hypothesis 4; t:he

schizophrenics did demonstrate a retrieval deficit" The fact that this

deficit was not observed under IPC = 1 suggested that the schÍzophrenics

were affected differently by the task demands of each of the conditions"

It would seem, therefore, that under different conditions which demand

the involvement of d'ifferent processes in the information processing

system of the schizophrenic, the locus of the breakdov¡n in functioning

will differ.

In an attempt to identify the factors that might be responsibìe

for the significant increase in recall shown by the schizophrenics

under IPC = 4 where recall was cued, a pgst_Jroc anaìysis that investi-

gated category recall, and words-wíthin-category recall was performed.
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Category recall (Rc) is defined in terms of the number of categories

from which at least one word is recalled (Tulving & Pearlstone, 1966).

Words-within-category reca'|1 (Rw/c) is defined in terms of the ratio

of the number of words recalled to the number of categories recalled.

The word recall score (Rw) is, therefore, a simple multipìicative

function of category recall score (Rc) and words-within-category recall

score (Rw/c) 
"

The mean number of categories and words-v¡ithin-categories

recalled are presented in Table 5. A t-test designed to evaluate the

significance of the difference between two means for independent samples

(see Fergusone 1966, p. 167) indicated that the only significant differ-

ence was between cued and non-cued recall in the number of categories

recalled by the sch'izophrenic group (t, = 2.23; df = ??, p..05). This

finding 'indicated, therefore, that the primary cause of the schizo-

phrenics' significant increase in recall from non-cued to cued recall

conditions under IPC = 4 was the significant increase in the number of

categopies availabìe for recall. As can be seen from Table 5, the

number of words within categories also contributed to this increase.

This increase in the number of words-within-category recalled was non-

sìgnificant, however (t = 1"67; df = ??i p> "10), In both instanceso

recall under cues recall was superior to recall under non-cued recall"

The results of the category recaìl and words-within-category

recall for the normal group repficated the findings of Tulving and

Pearlstone (1966)" Thus, the mean number of categories recaìied

increased from non-cued to cued recall but the mean number of words-

within-category recalled decreased from non-cued to cued recall" The
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Mean Number of Categories Recalted (Rc) and
Words-Within-Categories Recalled (Rw/c) in
the First Recall Test of List 1 Where IPC=4

Group

Schi zophreni c

CR

NCR

Normal

CR

NCR

TABLE 5

66

Rc

5.?5 2"84

3.50 2.62

Rw/c

5 "67 ?.77

5. i7 2.94



normal groupu thereforeo demonstrated a differential effect of cueing"

In combination with other findings, Tulving and Pearlstone (1966)

interpreted this result as indicating that Rc and Rw/c represent two

independent processes of recall; one of these has to do with the

accessibility of higher order memory units into which material has been

organized, while the other is concerned with the accessibility of

individual items comprising the higher order units. Accessibility of

higher order units depends upon appropriate retrievaì cues and on the

total number of stored higher order units, while accessibility of items

within higher order units is largely independent of these variables"

Since the schizophrenics showed a significant increase in the number of

categories recalted, thisu therefore, was supportive of an explanation

of recall deficit based on retrieval processes"

Second Recall Test

The second recall test was administered to all subjects under

the condition of cued recall, where the category names were provided on

recall sheets" The analysis of recall performance in recall test two,

as in recall test one, was limited to list 1 because of any confounding

practice effects across the lists" The analysis of recall test two was

performed in order to evaluate the differential effects of the applica-

tion of retrieval cues on recall, where the subjects had previously

experienced either cued recall or non-cued recall" The actual change

'in performance from recall test one to recalì test two was measured by

means of difference scores. Thusu the anaìysis of the results of recall

test two involved two foci: (a) the actual recall scores on the second

recall testu and (b) tne difference scores which reflected the change

6?



from recall test one to recall test two. Because of the problem of

interpreting the results in terms of the availability or accessibility

of items after different treatments in the first recall test, only the

main effect of Group and the interactions involving the Group factor

were evaluated. These were the onìy results in the second recall test

and in the difference score analysis that could be validly interpreted.

The analysis of variance of the results of the second recall

test is presented in Table 6. As can be seen, three main effects and

one interaction were significant" 0f these, only the main effect of

Group and the Group x Condition interaction were evaluated. The main

effect of Group remained significant (F = 52"70; df = 1, 88; p<.001)"

This again indicated a significant superiority of recall of items by the

normal group (normal recall, !- = 17"69; schizophrenic recall, f = L2"46).

As such, this finding was supportive of Hypothesis 1.

The Group x Condition interaction was also significant (F = 4"22;

df = 1, 88; p..05). This finding suggested a differential reca'll by

the Groups on recall test two as a function of whether they experienced

CR or NCR in the first recall test. A post hoc Scheffé test indicated

non-significant differences between the Groups as a function of having

experienced CR in the first recall test (F = 7.71; df = 7,88; p>.10)

but significant differences between the Groups as a function of having

experienced NCR in the first recall test (F = 23.05; df = 7,88; p4"01).

This finding suggested that the schizophrenic group experienced partic-

ular difficulty uti'liz'ing the cues in the second recall test after

experÍencing the I'ICR condition in recal1 test one" The fact that a

differentìa'l responding by Group occurred seems supported by the fact
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Summary of Ana'lysis of Variance of Correct Recall
Scores on Recall Test Two on List 1 as a Function

of Group, IPC, and Recall Condition

Group

IPC

Group x IPC

Condi ti on

Source

TABLE 6

Group x Condition

IPC x Condition

GroupxlPCxCondition

t^Jithin Cells

TOTAL

69

df

I

a

I

1I

L

t

1

BB

95

MS

656.2566

102.0936

31 .5116

r23 "760I

52"5114

4.5936

44.0092

I?.4517

T

52 "70

8 "20

?.53

9 "94

4 "22

.37

3"53

P

<.001

< "01

>.10

<.01

< "05

>"10

<"08



that the Group x Condition interaction u/as not significant in the first

recall test. An analysis of the difference scores provided the inform-

ation relevant to the explanation of this change.

The results of the analysis of variance of the difference scores

between recall test one and recall test two are presented in Table 7"

Again, as in the anaìysis of the recall test two recaìl scores, only

the main effect of Group and the interactions that involved the Group

factor were evaluated. The Condition factor is presented only in order

to evaluate the effect of the subsequent presentation of cues on recaìl

after an initial non-cued recall trial. This comparison was empìoyed to

verify the between subject NCR-CR difference obtained in the first recall

test"

As can be seen from Table 7, the main effect of Group was not

significant (F = 3.23; df = 1, 88; p>.05). This finding suggested,

therefore, that there were no significant differences between the schizo-

phrenic and normal groups in their change in recall from the first to

the second recall test (x increase in recall; normals = 2"06, schizo-

phrenics = 1"42)"

The interaction of Group x Condition also proved non-significant

(f = 2.45; df = 1, 88; p>.05)" This finding indicated that there were

no significant group differences across recall test as a function of

ejther the CR-CR or NCR-CR recall conditions. The schizophrenics under

CR-CR showed a mean loss of,08 items whereas under NCR-CR they showed

a mean gain of ?"92. items. The normals under CR-CR showed no loss

whereas under NCR-CR they showed a mean gain of 4"13 items" Thus,

across the recall tests for both groups, recall remained relatively

?0



Summary of Analysis of Variance of Difference Scores
Across Recall TestsOne and Two on List 1 as a Function

of Group, IPC, and Recall Condition

Group

IPC

Group x IPC

Condi ti on

Source

TABLE 7

Group x Condition

IPC x Condition

GroupxlPCxCondition

lljithin Cells

TOTAL

df

vt

L

i
1

1

1

1

1

8B

95

MS

10.0104

L?8"3437

L"2605

304.5935

7 " s934

86.2601

10.0104

3.0956

r
I

3.23

4L "46

"41

98.39

2"84

27.87

3 "?3

p.

< .08

< "001

>"10

< "001

<"10

<.001

<.08



stabte under the CR-CR condition whereas recall increased for both

groups under the NCR-CR condition" A post hoc Scheffé test revealed

that this increase from NCR-CR was significant for both the groups only

under IPC = 1" Thusu under IPC = 1, the schizophrenics (F = 35.04;

df = 7o 88; p4.01) and normals (F = 86.14i df = 7, BB; p <.01) showed

significant increases from NCR to CR. Under IPC - 4, the gain from l'lCR

to CR ¡¡as non-significant for both groups (schizophrenics' F = 5.94;

df = 7, 88; p>"10; and normals, F = 4'86; df = 7, 88; p>.10).

The main effect of Condition was highly significant (F = 98.39,

df = 1, BB; p <.001). This indicated that for both groups recall under

the CR-CR condition proved relatively stabte (recall test one, x= L6"25;

recall test twoo f = rc"l|)" Under the NCR-CR condÍtion, however, recall

increased significantly (recall test one' x = !0"4?; recall test two,

ï-= 13.94). This finding therefore supported the Tulving and Pearlstone

(tgOO) finding where it was shown that the subsequent presentation of

category names as retrìeval cues ín the NCR-CR groups resulted in an

'increase in the number of retrieved words. The finding that the sub-

jects under the CR-CR condition showed a mean recall of items in the

second recall test that was practically identical with the mean number

of words recalled on the first test (first recall test, f = ß"25;

second recall test, I = t6.?7) suggests that tor ¡otn groups there vras

neither any forgetting nor ¡'reminiscence" from the first to the second

test"

Li st

v2

The analYsis of

on the recal I test one

the effects of List on recall was performed only

recall scores. In this way, âñY change in



learning strategy and/or effects of interference could be eva'luated

specifically in terms of the independent variables vrithout the con-

founding effects inherent in the recall test two anaìysis.

The analysis of variance of recall test one as a function of

Groupo IPC, Recal'l Condition, and List is presented in Table B. As

can be seen, three main effects and eight interactions were significant"

The main effect of List itself was significant (F = 3.284; df = 2,176;

p<.05). This finding suggested that recall varied significantly as a

function of List. The mean number of items correctly recalled by List

were as fotlows: list 1, I = 13"33; list 2, x = 14"03; list 3, x = 13.99"

Thus, recall increased from list 1 to list 2, and then decreased from

list 2 to'list 3" An analysis of the effects of practice from list 1 to

list 3 by means of a t-test designed for use with correlated samples

(see Fergusone 1966, pp" 169-l7L) in¿icated that the list 3 recall was

significant'ly higher than the list l recall (t = L"673; df = 95; p<.05).

Thus, overall, subjects showed a significant increase in recall with

practi ce.

The main effect of Group was also significant (t = 103.297;

df = 1,88; p<"001). An analysis of this result indicated that, overa11,

the normal group recalled significantly more items than the schizophrenic

group (normal recall, f = 16"77; schizophrenic recall, f = 10.79)" This

finding was, therefore, directly supportive of Hypothesis 1 which pre-

dicted that across all conditions, the schizophrenic group wou'ld show

an absolute recall performance that was lower than tlrat of the normal

group. The Group x List interaction proved significant (F = 11.661;

df = Z, t76; p<.001)" This finding was suggestive of a differential
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TABLE 8

Summary of Analysis of Variance of Correct Recall
Scores on Recall Test One as a Function of

Group, IPC, Recall Condition, and List

Group

IPC

Group x iPC

Condi ti on

Source

Group x Condition

IPC x Condition

GroupxIPCxCondìtion
S¡s W

List
Group x List
IPC x List,

GroupxIPCxL'ist
Condi ti on x Li s t
Group x Condit'ion x List
IPCxConditionxList
GroupxlPCxCondition

x Lìst
S 's !'J

TOTAL

df

1I

L

I

'l

I
B8

(-

L

L

(_

L

L

aL

176

287

VÍe

MS

?568"0420

ILZ"4989

39 .0165

3945 "66?8
1B 

" 
0029

24t"9980

100.3448

24 "8607

L4 "71T5
5? "2354
54.2607

15 "6273
53 "7r4?
6.1313

5 
" 
0083

14.7537

4 "4797

t
L03.297

4 "525
1 .569

158 . 711

.774

9 "734
4.036

p

<.001

< "05
>. 10

< "001
>" 10

<,01

<.05

3 "?84
11 .661

12. i13

3 .488

11 .991

1"369

1.118

3"293

< "05
<.001

<.001

<.05

< .001

>.10

>" 10

<.05



recall by the two groups as a function of List. As can be seen from

tigure 2, the normal group maintained its superiority in recall over

all three lists. Different patterns of recall were evident hovlever.

Figure 2 shows that the normal group's recall increased from list I to

list 2o and then decreased from list 2 to list 3. Their list 3 recall

was significantly superior to their list 1 recalt (t = 1"9516i df = 47;

p<.05)" The schizophrenic grouP, oh the other hand, showed a decrease

in recalì from list I to list 2, then an increase from lìst 2 to list 3"

Their recall on list 3 was almost identical to their list 1 recalì

(list 1, i = 1t.042; list 3, x = 1i"083). This increase from list 1 to

list 3 was non-s'ignifÍcant (t = "079; dî = 47, Pt "10). Th'is finding

was, therefore, supportive of Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 predicted that

relative to the normaì group, the schizophrenic group would show signi-

ficantìy less benefjt from practice across the lists" As can be seen

from the Group x i-ist interaction, the normaì group showed a significant

increase in recali as a function of practice but the schizophrenic group

showed a non-significant increase"

The mai¡¡ sffect of IPC was significant (F = 4"5?5; df = 1, 88;

p<.05). This findìng suggested that overa'll, the subjects' recall was

s'ignificantìy superìor under IPC = 4 (x = i4.4i0) than under IPC = 1

(x = 13,160)" This finding is particu'lar'ly interesting s'ince the main

effect of IPC v¡as not significant in the previously reported list 1

results (F =.14; df'= 1, BB; p>.10). This indicatedu therefore, that

a signìf.icant change occurred from list 1 to list 3 with regard to the

effect of iPC such that items learned under IPC = 4 were recalled more

frequently than items learned under IPC = 1" The non-significant Group
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x IPC interaction (F = tr.569; df = Lo 88; p>.10) suggested that this

superiority of recal.l under IPC = 4 occumed for both Groups" The

¡esults suppor^ted this suggestion" The IPC x List in+-eraction was also

significant (F = L2.113; df = 176; p<.001), Figure 2 shows that under

IpC = 4 recall increased across all three listso whereas under IPC = 1

recall increased from list 1 to list 2 and then decreased fnom list 2 to

list 3. Post hoc Scheffé tests indicated that the superiority of IPC = 4

over IPC = 1 was significant only for list 3 (F = 12.86; df = 7, 88;

p¿.10). 0n list 1 (F = .14; df = 7, 88; p>"10) and list 2 ([ = 2'51;

df = 7, 88; p>.10) any differences vúere non-significant. Thus, the

significance of the previousìy mentioned main effect of IPC can be seen

as being largely due to the list 3 factor. The significant Group x IPC

x List interaction (F = 3"49- df = ?" 176; p<"05) indicated a differ-

ential recall performance between the two groups as a function of IPC

and List (Figure 2)" 0n list lu the normal group recalled more items

under the condition of IPC = I than IPC = 4, whereas by'list 3 they had

reversed this pattern so that more items under IPC = 4 were being

recalled. Also, from list I to lìst 3, there was a significant increase

in the number of items recalled that had been- learned under IPC = 4 (t =

2"030; df = 46; p <.025) but not under IPC = I (t = .094; df = 46;

p>.10). The schizophrenicss on the other hand, showed a consistent

superiority of recall of items learned under IPC = 4. From l'ist 1 to

list 3 they showed a significant increase in the number of items

recalled that were learned under IPC = 4 (t = 2"63L; df = 47. p<"01)

änd a significant decrease in the number of items recalìed that were

learned under IPC = 1 (¿ = 1"687; df = 47; p<.05)" 0n list 3, their

vz



recall of items learned under IPC = 4 was significant'ly superior to

their recalt of items learned under IPC = 1 (F = 13.78; df = 7, 88;

p<"10). The findings indicate, therefore, that by list 3 the schizo-

phrenic group was recalting significantly more items that were learned

under IPC = 4 than IPC = 1. 0n the other hand, the normal group showed

a non-significant superiority of IPC = 4 over IPC = 1 (F = 4"31; df = 7u

88; p >.10)"

The main effect of Condition was significant (t = 158"711;

df = 1, BB; p<.001). This finding suggested that overall, more items

were recalled under the condition of cued recall (x = 17.486) than under

the condition of noncued recall"(x = i0.083). The non-significant Group

x Condition interaction (f = "7?4; df = 1, BB; p>"10) suggested that

the superiority of cued recall over non-cued recall was significant for

both the schizophrenic and normal groups" Post hoc Scheffé tests

revealed that the superiority of cued recall over non-cued recall was

significant for both groups on all three 'lists:

List 1: schizophrenic (F = ?6"37; df = 7, BB; p<.01)

normal (t = 2?"16; df = 7, BB; P< "01)

List 2: schizophrenic (F = 48.72; df = 7,88; p<"01)

normal (F = 36"14; df = 7, BB; P< "01)

List 3: sch'izophrenic (F = ?9"42; df = 7, 88; p< "01)

normal (F = 36.34; df = 7, 88; P<.01)

This finding was, therefore, directìy supportive of Hypothes'is 3 which

predicted that a greater recall would be observed where recall was cued

as compared to not cued for both the schizophrenic and normal groups"

The Condition x List interaction was significant (F = 11"991;

df = ?" 176; p<.001). Figure 3 shows that under cued recall the
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number of items that were recalled increased significantly from list 1

to list 3 (t = 2"I2; df = 95i p<.05) whereas, under non-cued recall,

the number of items recaìled decreased. The ìist i to list 3 decrease

under non-cued recalì was non-significant (t = 1.27; df = 95; p>.10).

This finding suggested, therefore, that with practice the effect of

cueing serves to Íncrease recall whereas the effect of not cueing serves

to decrease recal I .

Crucial to the present investigation was the significant Group

x IPC x Condition interaction (F = 4.036; df = 1, BB; p <"05). This

indicated a differential group recall performance as a function of IPC

and Condition (Figure 4)" This finding v¡as similar to the previously

reported Group x IPC x Condition interaction in list 1 (Figure i). As

suchu the effect observed in list 1 can be seen as having held true from

list i to list 3. This finding not only gave support to Hypothesis 4

but indicated that the effects observed previously on list 1 were of

sufficient strength to manifest themselves over the three lists" The

reliability of the resuìts was, therefore, verified"

The interact'ion of Group x IPC x Condition x List v¡as significant

(f = 3"293; df = 2, 176; p ¿.05). This interaction is presented in

Figure 5. Major group differences are obvious, particuìarìy under cued

recall. The schizophrenic group demonstrated a definite preference for

recalling items learned under IPC = 4" The onìy condition in the

schizophrenics'recall where IPC = 4 was inferior to IPC = 1 was on

list 2 under cued recall. The.normal groupo on the other hand, demon-

strated a mixed preference" Under cued recall, the normals recalled

more'items across all three lists where IPC = 1. Under non-cued recallo
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the opposite was true; they showed a definite

across all three lists"

Error Data

The error data for the schizophrenic and normal groups !{as

analyzed in terms of the number and kinds of errors that were committed'

It was posited that an ana'lysis of these data might provide further

evidence regarding the processes involved in schizophrenic recall" The

analys'is was performed on only the recall test one data for all three

lists. The errors of recall were classified into three categories:

(1) repetit_ions - repetitions of words that occurred within

the list being analyzed. These incìuded both the list

preference for IPC = 4

i tems and the categorY names 
"

( 2 ) non:categ.ori_cal iIt_rus i ons -

that were not members of one

83

'in a given l'ist.

(3) categorical intrusions

As can be seen from Table 9, the frequency of occurrence of the

first two types of errors in the normaì samp'le was minìmal and precluded

any statistical analysis. The categorical intrusions, howevero occurred

more frequently. The mean numbers of these intrusions are presented in

Table 10. Two observations are of interest, Fìrst, with the except'ion

of CR on list 3, the frequency of intrus'ions increased with IPC"

Second, in all instances, except IPC = 1 on list 3, the number of

intrusions for a g'iven list was always greater for CR than l'lCR.

were members of one of

given lìst.

extral ist intrusions

of the cateqories used

- extralist intrusions that

the categories used in a



Total Number of Data Errors in the Finst Recall Test
of the Three Experimental Lists for the

Normal and Schizophrenic Samples

Condi ti on

LIST 1

LK .i

NCR i
CR4
NCR 4

Repeti ti ons

Schi zo-
Normal phreni c

TABLE 9

LIST 2

CR

NCR

CR

NCR

LIST 3

CR

NCR

CR

NCR

0

tl

0

n

1

1

4

Non-Categori cal

Schì zo-
I'lormal phren'ic

U

a

E&

1

n

0

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

4

tl
I

¿

1

n

n

Categori cal

Schi zo-
Normal phreni c

q

L

I

4

1
L

0

0

0

U

I
0

U

11II

5

34

1B

0

2

a
¿

n

r.

1

q

6

16

1

5i
IU

0

0

0

0

15

6

n

18

L/

6

I
0

J

18

39

20

I2

2

5

i1

Aq

3B

I
¿3

I¿

145 247



Mean Number of Categoricaì Intrusion in the First
Recall Test of the Experimental Lists for

Normal and Schizophrenic Samnles

ix
Condi ti on llormal Schi zophreni c Normal Schi zophreni c

LIST 1

CR

NCR

LIST 2

CR

NCR

LIST 3

CR

NCR

TABLE 10

IPC = 1

E5

r "42 1" 38

"42 .008

"50 1"50

" 00 "0?

1 .00 3 "r7

"t7 .008

IPC=4

2.83 4 .25

1.50 r .67

i " 50 3.25

I "42 1.67

"4? t.92

"92 i.00



The frequency of the different types of errors by condition

for the schizophrenic group is presented in Table 9. As can be seenu

the schizophrenic group committed significantly more emors of aìl

types than did the normal group. An analysis of the three types of

errors by group was not possible since the low frequency of the repeti-

tion errors and non-categorical intrusions in the normal group precluded

any statistical analysis, A comparison of both groups by experimental

condition for the categorical intrusions, however, was possib'le. The

mean numbers of categorical intrusions for the schizophrenic group is

presented in Table 10. A comparison of the normal and schizophrenic

recal'l by experimental condition shows a similarity betv¡een the two

groups in their pattern of responding with regard to categorical intru-

sions. For both groups, the frequency of intrusions increased with IPC,

with the exception of CR on list 3" Both groups also showed a greater

number of intrusions under CR than NCR. This was true of all conditions

in the schizophreníc group, and ail conditions but IPC = 1 on list 3 in

the normal group" The major difference between the two groups was the

higher frequency of intrusions by the schizophrenic group-

Thus, as can be seen from the data, the schizophrenic group

differed from the normal group basically in the number rather than the

type of errors committed. Errors of repetition and non-categorical

'i ntrusi ons o wh'i I e occurri ng very i nfrequently i n the normal group

occurred sign'ificant'ly more frequent'ly in the schizophrenic group

(repetit'ion errors--t = 2.07, df = 94, p < "05; non-categorical intru-

sions--t = ?.75, df = 94, P<"0i)" Categorical intrusions, on the other

hand, occurred signifìcantly niore frequently in both groups than the
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other types of errors but the schizophrenics again committed signifi-

cantly more of this type of error (t = ?.!2, df = 94, p<.05). This

difference in quantity rather than quality of errors can be seen as a

direct function of the schizophrenics' impaired information processing

sys tem "

Process-Reacti ve Dimensi on

In the total sample there were 18 reactive and 30 process

schizophrenics, according to the Ullman-Giovannoni Scale. 0f these,

LZ of the reactive and t2 of the process schizophrenics were included

in the preìimìnary analysis of variance. These 24 subiects scored at

least one standard deviation below or above the mean for the entire

sample. Their mean scores on the Ullman-Giovannoni Scale were aS

follows: process group = 5.75; reactive group = 15'50' There were'

therefore, three subiects from each group in each of the four experi-

mental condi tions "

The analys'is of recall scores v¡as limited to the subject¡s

recall test one performance. In this way, any prob'lem of interpretation

associated with the availability or accessibility of infornation was

avoi ded,

The results of the analysis of varianie of the process and

reactive schizophrenics' recall scores are presented in Table 11" As

can be seen, there v\,ere no significant differences between the groups

on any of the factors. Thuse even when the extreme ends of the distri-

bution were compared, no significant differences occurred as a function

of the process-reactíve ciassification.
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Summary of Analysis of Variance of Correct Recall
Scores on Recall Test One for all Three Lists as a

Function of iPC, Recall Condition, List, and Group
( process-reactive)

Group

IPC

Group x IPC

Condi ti on

Source

TABLE 11

Group x Condition

IPC x Condition

GroupxlPCxCondition
Sts lr|

List
Group x List
IPC x List
GroupxIPCxList
Condi ti on x L'i s t
GroupxConditionxList
IPCxConditionxList
GroupxlPCxCondition

x List
S's W

TOTAL

df

88

1

1

I

I

I

1

1

72

2

?

2

L

¿

?

L

MS

6.2009

196 "7582
66.6690

i161 " 3735

4 " 2BB0

249.6130

87 "6749
86 "9847

5.8746

2"4042

36 " 3865

3 "07?4
16.0769

7 "047t
4"t572

72"7310

7.7924

T

.168

?"262

"766
31 .507

" 116

7 "634
1"340

p_

>" 10

>"10
>"10

<.01

>"10

<.05

>.10

.870

.356

6 "207
.524

2"382

r "097
2."79?

1.523I

44

>"10

>" 10

<"05

>" 10

>.10

>.10

>.10

>" 10

7t



In addition to the ana'lyses of variance, multiple analyses of

covariance were computed in order to investigate any change in recall

score when the interrelationship between the dimensions was controlled.

Three anaìyses of covariance were performede one for each list. These

anaìyses could only be performed on overall recall.

As can be seen from Table 12, no signíficant difference in recall

scores occurred between the process and reactive groups when paranoia

was a covariate. This finding, therefore, supports the results of the

analyses of variance and suggests that no significant difference in

recall scores resulted as a function of being classified as either a

process or reactive schizophreníc.

Paranoi d-Non-paranoi d Dimens i oll

0f the total sample of schizophrenics, there were 14 subjects

who were considered 'parano'id'on the basis of their Pal and Pa Checklist

ratings. These subjects scored at least one standard deviation above

the mean of the entire sampìe. The remaining subjects (N = 34) were

considered as 'non-paranoid' for purposes of this analys'is' 0f these,

16 scored at least one standard deviation below the mean of the entire

sample. Twelve subjects were randomly chosen. (with the provision that

there be at least three subjects'in each experimentaì condition) from

each of these extreme groups for inclusion in the preliminary anaìysis

of variance. There Were, thereforeu three subiects from each group in

each of the four experìmental conditions. Again' as in the analysìs of

the process-reactive dimension, the anaìysis of recall Scores b,as

lìmited to the subiect's recall test one performance.
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Summary of Analyses of Covariance of Correct Recall Scores
on Recall Test One for all Three Lists as a Function

of Group (process-reactive) u¡ith Paranoia as Covariate

Li s t Source df MS F- P.

1 Group

2 Group

3 Group

TABLE 12

90

S's i,'f 45

TOTAL 46

I 22.808 "93 > .10

i 3.664 "1? >"10

I 24.L46 .54 >,10



The results of the anaìysis of variance of the paranoid and non-

paranoid schizophrenics' recall scores are presented in Table 13" As

can be seen, there v{ere no significant differences in recall as a

function of the paranoid classification"

In an attempt to investigate the effect of the paranoid dimension

while controlling for any effect of the process-reactive dimension,

three anaìyses of covariance were performede one for each list" These

ana'lyses were performed only on overal I recal I .

The results of the analyses of covariance are presented in

Table 14. As can be seen, there lvere no significant differences in

recall as a function of the paranoid-non-paranoid dirnension when process-

reactive adjustment was controlled" These findings can, therefore, be

Seen as supportive of the results of the analysis of variance and

suggests that recalt did not vary as a function of the paranoid-non-

paranoid dimensìon.

Thus, from the results of the analyses of the paranoid-non-paranoìd

and process-reactive dimensions, there appear to be no significant

differences in recall as a function of each of these parameters" These

factors, therefore, did not bias ìn any way the results of the overall

analyses 'involving the schizophrenic and normal groups" The results of

the investigation of these two factors must be vievred with some caution,

however, because of the small number of subiects (four) in each experi-

mental condition.
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Summary of Anaìysis of Variance of Correct Recal'l
Scores on Recall Test One for all Three Lists as a
Function of IPC, Recali Condition, List, and Group

( paranoi d-non-paranoi d )

Group

IPC

Group x IPC

Condi ti on

Source

TABLE 13

Group x Condition

IPC x Condition

GroupxlPCxCondition
S¡s l,rJ

List
Group x List
IPC x List
GroupxIPCxList
Condition x List
GroupxCondìtionxList
IPCxConditionxList
GroupxlPCxCondition

x L'is t
S's !,1

TOTAL

df MS

.0110

437 .0447

32.6942

1209.9998

9 "3457
28L"7412

65. 1490

62"430L

3 "7179

"?153
30.3714

2.95 16

17.0350

4 "4754
6 "7143

7.5930

1 " 3514

1

1

1

1I

1

1

i
2?

L

2

L

?

?

aL

9Z

f.

"000
4.592

.343

25.338

.196

5"013

t.782

p_

>.10
< "05
>.10

<.01

>"10

<.05
>.10

.570

.033

5"733

"557
2.842

"7 47

3 "L72.

1 .149L

44

>. 10

>.10

<.05

>" 10

>.10

>. 10

>.10

>.10
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Summary of Ana'lyses of Covariance of Comect Recall
Scores on Recall Test One for all Three Lists as a

Function of Group (Paranoid-non-paranoid) with
Process-Reactive Adjustment as Covariate

List Source df MS ¡. p.

1 Group

2 Group

3 Group

TABLE 14

93

S's W 45

TOTAL 46

1 1"255 "05 Þ.i0

I "579 "01 Þ " 10

1 3.000 .10 þ.10



It was the primary purpose of this study to demonstrate that

at least part of the variance associated with schizophrenic memory

deficit could be attributed to a retrieval dysfunction" Reviews of

the'literature (i.e., Buss & Lang, 1965) had revealed that most invest-

igators have tended to ignore this area of research and have, insteadu

focused on filtering, screening, or attentional explanations of

schizophrenic memory deficit" 0n1y Bauman (197lb) had suggested that

schizophrenic memory deficit might be explained in terms of the

schizophrenic's increased susceptibility to output interference" In

extending the field of investigation into areas that are located higher

in the information processing system than the attentional processes

(i"e., retrieval), it was posited that an explanation in terns of a

more generaì cognitive dysfunctioning would be supported. This would,

therefore, indicate deficits in processing that are located throughout

the schizophrenic's information processing system rather than iust at

input. ,

Summar.y of Results

CHAPTTR IV

DISCUSSION

The results of this

quanti tati ve and qua'l i tati ve

the schizophrenic and normal

experiment clearly demonstrated significant

differences in the recall performances of

groups. Thus, besides the overall
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superiority of the normal group's recall performance over that of the

schizophrenics, specific differences in the responses of the groups to

the various experimental conditions suggested major differences in the

functioning of the'ir information processing systems.

The findings from the ana'lyses of the normal group's data

replicated the previous find'ings of Tulvìng and Pearlstone (1966)"

Thus, for the normals, the investigation of the effects of recall condi-

tion on recall suggested that the recall of itenrs vtas better under the

cued recall condition than under the non-cued recall condition over all

three experimental lists" This finding was significant both when

investigated as a between subject factor (recall test 1) and a within

subject factor (ruCn-cn across recall tests). This superiority of CR

over NCR was found to be a decreasing function of IPC" Under non-cued

recall, recall was an increas'ing function of IPC. An exar,lination of the

normal group's recall performance across the three lists revealed a

sìgnificant practice effect; from list 1 to list 3 the normal group's

recall performance jncreased significantly. An anaìysis of this perform-

ance across lìsts showed that on list 1 more items learned under IPC = 1

were recalled than under IPC = 4, but by list 2 this pattern had

reversed so that more ìtems learned under IPC = 4 were being recalled.

Thìs superiority of recall of items learned under IPC = 4 was also found

on list 3.

The sch'izophren'ic group, on the other hand, while showing a

similarity in funct'ion'ing to the normal group along some dimensions,

differed sign'ificantly 'in a few critical aspects. Thus, while their

overal'l perforrnance was consistently and significantly 'lower than that
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of the normals across all three lists, there was one condition where

this inferiority in recall was not observed. under the cued recall
condition where items were learned under IPC = 4, there were no signifi-
cant differences between the two groups. This absence of any differences
reflected the significant increase in recal1 experienced by the schizo-
phrenic group for items learned under IPC = 4 where recall was cued as

compared to not cued. The nornal group did not show this significant
effect of cues where IPC = 4; their recalì remaíned relatively stable.
This finding revealed, therefore, a basic difference in the recall
functioning of the schizophrenic and normal groups. For the schizo-

phrenics, recall increased as Ipc increased under both the cued and

non-cued recall conditions" The normalse on the other hand, showed an

increase in recall with IPC only under non-cued recall conditions; under

cued recalì, recall decreased as IPC increased. Under all conditions,

the schizophrenic grouprs recall showed that cued recall was superior to

non-cued recall" An examination of the schizophrenic group,s recall
performance across the three lists revealed a non-significant practice

effect; from list 1 to list 3 the schizophrenic group showed a non-

significant practice effect; from list 1 to tist 3 the schizophrenic

group showed a non-significant increase in recall. An analysis of this
performance across lists revealed a superiority of recall of items

learned under IPC = 4 across all three lists"
Supplementary data obtained from an anaìysis of recall scores

on the second recall test and the difference scores illustrated a

further difference in functioning between the two groups. The results

indicated that the schizophrenic group experienced particular difficulty
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utilizing the cues in the second recall test after having experienced

the NCR condition in recall test one" The normal group did not show

this significant pattern. This indicated, thereforee a greater diffi-
culty in the ability of the schizophrenic to retrieve items across recall

tests.

Evaluation of H.ypotheses

An evaluation of the hypotheses in terms of the results showed

that aìt of the hypotheses were supported. Hypothesis 1 was largely

supported, Except for the results of the condition of IPC = 4 under cued

recall, the schizophrenic group demonstrated a consistently significant

poorer recall performance than the normal group" This finding of a

poorer recall reflected the deficit in information processing abilities

which has been shown consistently typifies the schizophrenic's recall

performance. Exp'l ai ned i n genera'l i nterferences tlteory terms , the

lowered recall performance can be seen as resulting from the increased

susceptibi'lity of the schizophrenic to the interference produced in a

free recaìl situation" This finding, therefore, replicates the previous

findings (e.g", Bauman & Munray, 1968; Bauman, 1971a, 1971b) that showed

an inferior schizophrenic recall performance in free recall situations.

The condition of CR - 4 where significant differences between the recall

performances of the two groups were not found vras critical to the

investigation of the retrieval functions. This finding suggested that

under certain conditions the deficit typically associated with the

schizophrenic's information processing system can be largely overcome.

Hypothesis 2 was supported. The results indicated that the

schizophrenic group showed a non-significant increase in the number of
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items recaìled across the listsu whereas the normaì group showed a

significant increase. This finding, therefore, supported the suggestion

that the schizophrenics show a basic inability to benefit from practice.

An analysis of the change that occurred across the lists proved quite

revealing" The results indÍcated that for the schizophrenic group the

recall of items under both cued and non-cued recall increased across the

lists where IPC = 4 but decreased where IPC = 1; IPC' thereforeo seemed

to be the discriminating factor in recall. For the normal groupo hoblever,

the recall of items learned under both IPC = 1 and IPC = 4 increased

under cued recall but decreased under non-cued recaìl, Recall conditiono

therefore, seemed to be the discriminatory factor in the recall perform-

ance of the normal subjects.

The results were supportive of tlypothesis 3. For both groups,

recalì under cued recal'l conditions was consistentìy superior to recall

under non-cued conditions. This finding suggestedu therefore, that for

both groups specific information about many words must have been avail-

able in the storage, in a form sufficient for the reproduction of words,

even when this information t,,las not accessible under a given set of recall

conditions. Retrieval cues obviously constituted an extremely important

factor in determining the level of recal'1, therefore" The presence of a

singìe experimentally manipulated retrieval cue, the category name,

resulted in large increments in the number of recalled v¡ords. Tulv'ing

and Pearlstone (1966) point out that "it is entireìy within the realm

of possibility that additional and more powerful retrieval cues would

produce an even greater facilitation of recaì.|" (p. 389)" A problem,

howeveru is that experimental work on memory has large'ly ignored recall
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conditions as an important source of variance in recall"

Hypothesis 4, as statedu received partiaì support" Hypothes'is 4

had predicted that the schizophrenic group would show a significantly

greater increase than the normal group in the number of items recalled

from the non-cued to the cued recall conditions. The results indicated

that this t^tas onìy true of items learned under IPC = 4; where IPC = I

the schizophrenics and normals showed a similar increase. Thus, under

IPC = 4 the schizophrenics demonstrated a retrieval dysfunctìon whereas

under IFC = 1 no safe assunrptions could be made about the role of the

retrieval mechanisms, It was posited that an exp'lanation in terms of

dysfunctional organizat'ional processes was appropriate for the IPC = 1

resul ts "

Theoreti cal Considerati ons

A theoretical evaluatÍon of the data from the present study, with

regard to the processes'involved in the recall of information, provides

several rather interesting findings. As was outlined previously, the

results showed that under IPC = 1 both the schizophrenic and normal

subjects showed a simjlar jncrease in recall when provided with cues,

Under IPC = 4, however, this pattern was not observed; vrith the provision

of cues the norma'l group showed a non-significant increase'in recall,

whereas the schìzophrenics showed a significant improvement. This

enabled the schizophrenjcs to increase their inferior recall under non-

cued conditions to a level under cued conditions that was not s'ignifi-

cantly different from that of the normals.

These findings are indicative of several crucìal differences in

functjoning between the two groups" Under IPC = 1r¡rhere there were 24
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ìtems and 24 category names to be remembers, the schizophrenics recalled

s.ignificantly less items than the normals under both cued and non-cued

recall conditions. The increase in recall as a result of the provision

of cues was similar in both groups. In this condition, therefore, whether

under cued or non,cued recall conditions, the schizophrenics' recall

performance resulted in a pattern that was indicative of a major recall

deficit. Because of the inferior recall in the schizophrenic group even

with the provision of cues this deficit was explained in terms of a major

unavailability of items in the schizophrenic's memory system' Thus, a

retrieval deficit did not seem implicated.

Under IpC = 4 a different recall pattern was observed. l'lhere

recall was not cued the schizophrenics, when compared to the normalso

shovled a significantly inferior recall performance. Under cued recall

conditions, however, there were no significant differences in the number

of items recal'led by each group. This finding suggested that the schizo-

phrenics v{ere able to utilize the cues to increase their recall to a

level similar to that of the normals" Thus, given the cues, they were

abte to overcome the sìgnificant memory deficit observed under non-cued

recall, This indicated, therefore, that many items were available in

the schizophrenic's memory store but these were inaccessible. This

finding g¡as interpreted as being indicative of a retrieval deficit in

the schizoPhrenìc subjects.

Thus, taken together these findings are of critical importance

since they provide significant insight into the processes involved in

the schizophren'ic's information processing system. As was outlined

above, the results of the recall analysis where items were learned under
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IPC = 4 were interpreted as being indicative of a retrieval deficit in

the schizophrenic group. Since the schizophrenics could recall nearly

as many items as the normals when provided with cues but demonstrated a

significantly inferior recall performance under non-cued recalì, it was

suggested that the items were available in the memory store but were

inaccessible. Thus, aìl that the schizophrenics needed to increase their

recall performance to the level of the normals was the retrieval cues"

The provision of cuese therefore, provided the schizophrenic with addi-

tional category names to which he cou'ld attribute previously inaccessible

but avaiìable information. The non-significant increase from non-cued

to cued recall demonstrated by the normals suggests that most of the

category cues were already available to them (i.e., were recallable)

under non-cued recall" This suggests that for the schizophrenic groupo

thereforeu it was the number of retrievable units that were limited.

Thus, what was limited was not the amount of input that could be

accommodated wjthout overtaxing storage capacity but rather the number

of units that could be retrieved in succession without intervening

external i ns tructi ons (Tul vi ng , 1964 ) .

The results of the schizophrenic group's recall of items learned

under iPC = 1 were not indicative of a retrieval defÍcit" By itself,

this finding was impossible to interpret. Thus, suggestions as to the

cause of the significant inferìority in recall performance by the schizo-

phrenìc group could not be made. Vievred in coniunction with the findings

from IPC = 4, however, some exp'lanations were indicated" Thus, because

of the non-significant difference between the schizophrenics and normals

in the recall of items learned under IPC = 4 where recall was cuedu any
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explanation in terms of input factors (e.g", attention, set) seemed

inaccurate. The results indicated that the items to be remembered were

entering storage and were available; the problem in recall was that they

were inaccessible. It wou'ld seem logical from this to assume that the

items under IPC = 1 were also entering storage" Since a retrieval

deficit was not indicated directly, an explanation in terms of organiz-

ational dysfunctioning seemed appropriate. Thus, the information was

unsatisfactorily being organized into storage so that much of the

information in memory was left inaccessible.

A theoretical explanation of the processes involved in the

organizational deficit is practically impossible because of the contra-

dictory state of the literature. Postman (L972) has pointed out that in

assessing the role of organizatione one may choose to adopt either a

strong or a weak principle" According to the strong form, the limits of

the system are those observed in the measurement of the immediate memory

span, and the deveìopment of higher order units is always and inescapabìy

required if these limìts are to be exceeded. Thus, if the principle is

accepted as validu one is forced to infer that higher order units have

been formed whenever an individual succeeds in reproducing significantly

more than seven items. The weak principle of limited capacity takes

its point of departure from the fact that there is indeed a ceiling on

the amount of information that can be processed and stored during any

one period of time. It is not assumed that the ultimate limits of the

system are indexed by the span of immediate memory. Thus, organization

is not accepted as absolutely necessary for the recall of more than

about seven i tems "
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Despite the confusion surrounding the processes involved in

organizationu there is some support for the view that subiects can recall

only a fixed number of memory units (tlood" 1972)" The increase in per-

fonnance over trials reflects an increase in the sizeo not the number,

of memory units" Postman (tglZ) has pointed out that the higher order

gnoupings 'increase the probability of retrieval of nominal items because

they now become accessible not onìy as individua'l units but also via

otheritems with whìch they are joined"

It seems an accepted factu tlrereforeo that there are limitations

on the storage of attributes" Through organizational and other pro-

cesses, We overcome these limits. Viewed in this ìight, therefore, the

finding of a sìgnificantly inferior schizophrenic recall performance

under both NCR-1 and CR-1, would seem to be indicative of an'inabi'lity

of the schizophrenics to organize information so as to extend the limits

of the memory span. The fact that the inability to organize information

did not affect the schizophrenic's ability to recall 'items successfully

under IPC = 4 may have been due to the fact that there vJene fewer (six)

category cues to remember. This is within the span of inrnediate memory

which has traditionallv been proposed by Miller (1956) and Mandler (ig68).

Thìs inability to organize efficiently probably affected both storage

and retrieval" Such a gross deficit would seem to have necessariìy

precluded the demonstration of any deficits as a result of retrieval

dys functi ons .

3.@3

Process-Reacti ve and Paranoi d-Non-paranoi d--qirng-!$en!

The finding that there were no significant differences in recall

within the schizophrenic group as a function of their classification as



being paranoid or non-paranoid and process or reactive proved unexpected.

Reviews of research (Zimet & Fishman, L970; Phillips & Dragins, 1971)

investigating these dimensions have shown that in addition to providing

a means of reducing the heterogeneity in schizophrenia (Cromwell &

Dokecki,1968; Garmezy, 1964, 1967), they reflect useful ways of dis-

criminating within the schizophrenic group in terms of information

processing abilities (Cromwell, 1968; Pearl , L962; Silvermane 1967;

Venables, 1964) and perceptual-cognitive processes (Kantor & Herron,

1965; Rodnick, L967; Silverman, 1964)"

The fact that no significant differences were found in an

important one, since it raises several rather crucial issues which ques-

tion the use of these scales as a means of inferring differences in

information processing abilities. The first issue deals vrith the

apparent confusion between severity of illness and ratings on these

dimensions. This issue pertains specifically to the process-reactive

concept but can be seen as also applying to the paranoid-non-paranoid

dimension. Blumenthal (1964) and Strain (1967, 1968) have presented

evidence that illustrates that severity of illness as measured by the

Montrose Mental Health Scale (B'lumenthal, 1964) and Overall and Gorham's

Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (symptom severity) (Blumenthal, 1964) is

essentially unrelated to the process-reactive dimension" However, both

Cicchetti (tgOZ) and Lewinsohn (1967), employing d'ifferent scales, have

provided ev'idence supportive of definite severity of illness relation-

ships, with the process schizophrenics being more severely il1. It

would seeme thereforeu that whether or not severity of illness is con-

sjdered to be a contaminat'ing variable in process-reactive (and probably
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paranoid-non-paranoid) research depends upon the assessment technique

employed to measure severity (Higgins, 1969). Neverthelesso because of

the findings that have shown a negative relationship between severity

of i'llness and the process-reactive dimension, the logic involved in

relating deficits in information-processing abilities to either of these

dimensions is open to serious question"

The second issue 'involves the relationship between the acute-

chronic distinction and ratings on these dimensions. Brown (1960) in a

review of the literature on the acute-chronic distinction concluded that

there was definite support for the use of a minimum stay of two years as

a definition of chronìcity" This was because two years had been repeat-

edly shown to be the time by which the maiority of patients who were to

leave the hospital had been discharged" In the present study, none of

the current hospitalizations of any of the subjects was greater than two

years" Also, the mean age of the schizophrenics was relatively low

(24.83 years). Thus, accordjng to the most widely accepted criterìa,

the schizophrenics'in the present research could ali be considered acute.

Despite the fact that the schizophrenic subiects could all be

classified as being acute cases, 18 of these were classified as reactive

and 30 as process according to the Ullmann-Giovannoni scale. Thus,

even though process and reactive schizophrenics were being compared,

they were stjll all acute cases. Because the focus of the Ullman-

Giovannoni Scale 'is on social adjustment and maturity attained before

hospitalization rather than abiiity, it might be meaningìess as a method

of discriminating among patients who demonstrate different information

processing abil'ities. It seems logical that what might be more important
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{s the acute-chronic distinction since this may correlate higher with

cognitÍve dysfunctioning, Such an argument suggests that the research

employing the Ullman-Giovannoni Scale which has found significant

cognitive differences between process and reactive schizophrenics may

have done so soleìy because the process schizophrenics tested were also

chronic (> two years). The results of the present investigation suggest

that at least when chronicity is control'led significant differences do

not result as a function of subject classification into process and

reactive groups.

The same type of argument can be made about the paranoid-non-

paranoid distinction. Reports in the literature have suggested that the

paranoid schizophrenic tends to be younger and brighter than other

schizophrenics (McGhie, i969)" Since in the present research ageu

educationo intelligence, and 
.|ength of cument hospitalization were all

controlled this may have precluded any significant differences as a

result of this dimension. ll.Ihile it is agreed that paranoid schizophrenics

may demonstrate a style of attention that is different from other

schizophrenics (Silverman, 1964), this may not differentiate them in

terms of the cognitive demands of the experimental task employed in the

present research" Thus, at least in terms of retrievaì mechanismsu no

differences were obtained as a result of being classified as either

paranoid or non-paranoid where age, education, intelligence and length

of current hospitajization were controlled. In any event, in order to

ferret out the probiems associated with an ana'lysis aìong these dimen-

sions what is needed are longitudinal studies which examine multifaceted

cognitive functions from the ear'ly acute stages of illness through to

the more chronic phase.
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Implications of Findings

The results of the present investigation have rather dramatic

implicatlons for the cument theorizing about schizophrenic memory

deficit and thought disorder. It has been demonstrated that the organ-

izational and retrieval processes of the schizophrenics' information

processing system contribute to the overall interference evident in the

schizophrenic deficit. These findings, therefore, chalìenge all of the

approaches which focus solely on input factors as expìanations of schizo-

phrenic deficit and demonstrate the necessity of investigating output

factors as being sources of interference. The posit'ion proposed in the

present study is not that these approaches are totally wrong but that

they are limited in explanatory power and precision. A more practica'l

approach empirica'lly and theoretically is to view the schizophrenic as

being characterized by a genera'l cognitÍve dysfunction that has effects

throughout the entire information processing system" Thus, a certa'in

proportion of the variance associated with schizophrenic deficit can be

exp'lained in terms of deficits at each stage of processing. The propor-

tion of the variance attributable to each stage wi1'l probab'ly vary as a

function of the age and chronicity of the schizophrenics tested. In the

present studyu the schizophrenics were all classified as reactive and

were fair'ly young" This may account for the fact that attentional

difficulties contributed Iittle to their deficit. Buss and Lang (1965)

have indicated that the reactìons of pat'ients vary somewhat according to

subtype. According to their analysis, the defect is seen most clear'ly in

the behavior of chronic, withdrawn patients.
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In an attempt to further specify conditions under which schizo-

phrenics either show recall equivalence or recall deficit in relation

to norma'l subjects further research seems warranted" It seems logical

that investigations varying category sizes greater than IPC = 4 and list
length are needed in order to investigate further the capacity of the

schizophrenics' information processing system" Further investigations

into the effects of presentation rate, recall latency and type of

learning material are also needed in order to qualitatively assess the

efficiency of their system along various dimensions.

0f courseo a major probìem in this type of research on schizo-

phrenia has in determ'ining whether the observed deficits are the cause

of the schizophrenic syndrome or the effecJ of the illness. Mednick and

McNeil (1968) clearly pointed out that testing schizophrenics seems to

yield more information about the illness rather than the etiology. This

point certainly applies to this experiment and practically the whole

body of research on psychological deficit" All that can be validly

concluded from these studies is that the schizophrenics exhibit certain

lowered levels of performance on specified tasks. Resolution of the

cause-effect problem will not occur until other research strategies are

used, such as 'longitudinal family research.
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Bi bl i ca'l name

Jesus
Mary
Jacob

part of a boat

sai l
oar
cabi n

anchor

sport played with

basebal I
vol 1 eybal ì
goï f

drug

heroi n
morphi ne
methedri ne
opi um

composer

Bach
Chopi n

phi ì osopher

Pl ato

APPENDIX 1

P¡"actice List

122

a cleaning instrument

vacuum
dus tpan
brush
mop

a month of the year

March

an item of sports equiPment

tennis raquet

a piece of jewelry

neckl ace
earri ng
brooch

a planet

Jup'iter
l4ercury

a milk product

butter
yogurt

a ball



a unit distance
i nch

a metal
ni ckel

APPEND I X

txperimenta'l Li st

a military title
sergeant

a bui I d'i ng for rel i gi ous servi ces
synagogue

a part of the human bodY
nose

a fruit
cherry

a uJeapon
machi ne gun

an alcoholic beverage
rum

a country
I taly

a crime
rape

a carpenter's tool
chi sel

a member of the clergY
nun

2a

1 (24 - t)

t 23

substance for flavorinq food
papri ka

type of fuel
qas

an occupation
sal esman

a natural earth formation
rock

a sporf
wres tl i ng

a weather phenomenon
s torm

a type of clothing
socks

a part of a building
basement

a chemical element
su'lpher

a musical instrument
drum

a ki nd of money
peso

a type of music
iazz



a bird

APPENDIX

Experimental List

cardi nal

nonalchol ic beverage
ginger ale

type of vehicle
tractor

s ci ence
bi ol ogy

toy
truck

zb

2 (24 - t\

a type of dance
j i tterbug

a vegetabìe
camot

a type of footgear
boots

an insect
gnat

a girl's first name
J udy

a flower
pansy

a disease
ch'icken pox

gZ re

boyts first name
Bob

tree
bi rch

type of ship
submari ne

fi sh
swordfi sh

snake
water moccasin

ci ty
St, Louis

member of royalty
duke

conqueror
Jul i us Caesar

lìquid
tea

part of a bicycle
seat

number
four

type of meat
veal



a precious stone a season of the year
gem autumn

a unit of time a kitchetr appliance
week dishwasher

a relative a part of a bed
si ster bl anket

a type of reading material a kind of wood
comic book maple

a four-footed animal a kind of iam
bear strawberry

a kind of cloth a part of a car
corduroy wheels

a color a day of the week
brown Thursday

a kitchen utensil a piece of farm equipment
pot combine

a part of speech an ocean
adjective Antarctic

an article of furniture a part of a church
table bel I

an elective office a geometrical shape
treasurer arche

a type of human dwe'll i ng a part of a watch
trai jer spring

Experimental List 3 (24 - 1)

APPENDIX 2c
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Experimental List

APPENDIX 3a

precious stone
pearì
topaz
amethys t
gem

unit of time
century
millisecond
era
mìllenium

rel ati ve
aunt
father
nephew
son

t(24-4)

3.2 6

type of reading material
tes tbook
com'ic book
j ournaì
encycl opedi a

four-f,ooted animal
cat
horse
cow
e'lephant

kind of cloth
s'il k
rayon
sati n
orl on



Experimental List

APPENDIX 3b

col our
yel ì ow
pi nk
gray
gol d

kitchen utensil
pan
spatul a
s tove
mi xer

part of speech
noun
verb
parti ci p'le

?(24-4)

azw

words

an article of furniture
chai r
bed
bureau
bookcase

an elective office
vi ce-pres i dent
counci I man
chai rman
al derrnan

a type of human dwelling
house
hut
mansi on
i g'loo



APPENDIX 3c

Experimental List 3 (24 -

unit of distance
ki I ometer
decimeter
foot
mile

mi I i tary t'i tì e
I i eutenant
major
commander
corporal

4)

3.2 I

a part of the human body
foot
nose
heart
mouth

an al cohol i c beverage
beer
champagne
wi ne
scotch

country
Spai n
Brazi I
Russ i a
Germany

sport
tenni s
hockey
badmi nton
basebai I



1"

2.

When i l eave the hosp'i tal I wi l l l'ive wi th my wi fe " (T)*

I have paid regularìy to buy a house. (T)

When I was in school I didn't like Phys'ical Education

Ullman-Giovannoni SeIf-Report Scale

classes. (F)

4" I have earned my ìiving for longer than a year at full-time
civilian work. (T)

5" I have had to stay in a mental hospital for more than one year
at a time. (F)

6. I finished at least one year of education after high school--
trade apprenticeship, business schooì, college, etc. (T)

APPENDIX 4

7" My top wage in the last five years was less than $1.25 an
hour. (F)

8" In my teens there was more than one girl with whom i had more
than two dates" (T)

I hardlV ever went over to another kidts house after school or
on weekänds. (F)

x.2 I

o

10" As a civilian I have worked steadily at one iob or for one

employer for over two Years" (T)

11. In my teens I was a regular member of a club or organization.
thaihad a grown-up whó came to meetings (Scouts, school club,
4-H, church youth clubu etc.). (T)

L2" Before I was seventeen I had left the home I was

never went back except for visits. (T)

13. In my teens I was a member of a group of frìends
things together. (T)

14" When I leave the hospital, I will live with one
parents. (F)

(Cont'd)

**Th. letter in parentheses after each statement 'indicates a Reactive
res pons e "

raised in and

who did

or both of my



15" Shortly before I came into the hospital there was some major
change in my life--such as marriage, birth of a baby, death,
injury, loss of job, etc. (T)

16" More than once in the last year i have stayed on after some
group meeting and talked with some other members about something
lhat went on. (T)

Alcohol has nothing to do with my difficulties" (F)

Adding up all the money I earned for the last three years, it
comes to less than $750 before deductions. (F)

I have been married. (T)

In the kind of work I do, itjs expected that people wi'll stay
on for at least a year. (T)

I am married now. (T)

I have fathered children. (T)

I have been deep'ly in love with someone and have told them

about it. (T)

Ì,lithin the last five years I have spent more than half of the
time in a mental hosPitaì. (F)

L7"

18.

APPENDIX 4 (Cont'd)

10

20"

2t"

22.

23"

24.

3.3t
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Experimental Process Educ" No"
Condition AgS. Sc Pa Reactive Vocab. (yrs) Hosp.

GROUP 1

I PC= 24- 1

Rec. Con"
CR.CR

2795
2476
3019 7
29 15 i0
2L93
2273
2217 6
22t2 8
2254
2792
2645
2886

GROUP 2
IPC=24-L
Rec. Con.
NCR.- CR

Schi zophrenic Groups

Pre-Test Measures

14
I4

6
9
6

10
6

11
i8
ð
B

¿I
25
37
¿¿
2?
2t
26
2L
25
3B
30
24

L+
22
¿o
24
27
27
32
26
25
35
29
23

?L t2
20 t2
306
246
26 74
2L4
2L 23
22 i3
31 14
245
305
254

1

1
I

L

1

0
9

4
0
9
9
0
J
L

5
I

Current
Hosp 

"

3
B
¿

3
I
.)
J

B

2
7
6
4
6

11

1

I

L

¿
1I
2
L
¿

i
IJ
4
3

mons.

6
6

IO
IZ
1B

Total
Hosp "

1

t
I
1
1
L

?
l_

22
J
2

4
6

10
1

9
9
1

(mons ")

11
9
5

10
11
16
10

SC PA Pract. Medi c " We'ight
Check" Check" List (mg. ) (kg. )

L
I

24
5
2

16
22
13

I

18
LU

16

9
13
13
L2
11

B

12
L2

5
6
4
4
5

4
þ
4
6
6
6
4

3
L
2
2
T

13
1

7

6
2
2
3

7
3
I
2
aJ

5

20
2
J
2
3
4
5
a
rJ

9
1

5

10
15
10
10

I
4
3
t!

i
2
I

30
30
30
?9
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

10
38
4
9
2

350
700
450
400
900
700
700
300
400
600
600
400

400
300
600
800
250
400
800
600
200
500
400
350

6
5
4
6
4
5
6
5
5
5
5
5

3
22
22

3
9
7
5

78
76
70
89
87
7L
65
3¿
76
68
56
57

3
3
0
4
4
3
3
1

4
2
5
4

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
29
30
30
30

70
86
B1
7B
66
67
61
4L
59
51
70
4$å

SJ
Ìs



Experi mental
Condi ti on

GROUP 3
IPC=?4-4
Rec" Con"
CR-CR

Process
Aqe Sc Pa Reacti ve Vocab "

269
207
?5 10
308
30 13
298
?2 13
25 10
247
226
23 ii
2L T4

237
208
20 11
34 li
20 t7
357
298
20 L4
30 il
?.t 7

227
26 11

7

3
1

6
J
6
7

7

3

3
6

Schizophrenic Groups (Cont'd)

Pre-Test Measures

GROUP 4
IPC=24-4
Rec. Con.
NCR - CR

11
10

ö
L2
t2
T4
16

6
6

15
t2

6

Educ 
"

(yrs )

29
LO

25

No"
Hosp 

"

33
27
2Q

29
20
¿o
LO

30
24

9
15
i1
1?IJ

10
t2
t2

9
10
10
L2
15

Current
Hosp "

(mons 
" )

315
B6
710
64
512
87
614
616
513
39
66
3

1I
2
L

2
2
5
1I

5
3
?.

?

Total
Hosp.

(mons. )

3

3
tr

10
9
4
5

6
4
5
5
5

38
?6
?4
26
JU

SC PA Pract" Medic" Weight
Check" Check. List (mg" ) (kg" )

1

7

i1
L4
31
L2

4
26
10

5
5
4

13
T2
13

9
11
I¡

t2
10
10
t2
i0
10
L2

32
23
22
23
24
¿.+

?3

4
Ã

5
5
5
6
5

5
4
5
5

5

1

1
1

5
J
1I

4
3

33
L

1

1

5
4
3
5
4
4
4
2
1
l.

4
I
2

4
3
3
3
4

t4
2
2
5

i6
3
5

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
29
30
30
30
30

5

4
4

?9
I

t7
i5

9

200
500
600
450
800
750
450
450
250
650
650
250

700
420
400
750
600
300
200
600
600
200
700
850

5

5

5
4
5
6
4
5
5
5
6
5

51
53
65
60
64
96
65
7I
66
63
74
73

79
66
63
7t
62
49
56
43
63
93
7L
78

i1
?4

5
7

4
4
3
4
3
4
2
2
2
2
4
4

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Þô



Experimentaì
Condì tì on

GROUP 1

IPC=24-t
Rec. Con"
CR-CR

List 1

Recall Test 1 Recall Test 2

CR CR

t7
1B
t9
19
16
11
15
I
9

16
10
19

NCR

Schizophrenic Groups

Recal 1 Scores

List 2

Recall Test 1 Recall Test 2
CR CR

GROUP 2
IPC=24-t
Rec, Con.
NCR . CR

18
t9
i9

8
L7
L2
IC

B

10
16
10
20

9
9
4
J
B

L2
9
B

2
3
6

10

19
13
15
1i
L7
13
2L

B

13
iB
L2
i8

NCRND

;
T4

7
11
t4
17
T4

9
6

11
7

L7

IY
t4
15

B

L7
L4
2t
I
1

19
11
18

CR

List 3

Recall Test 1 Recall Test 2
CR

7
4
5
J
7
6
9
3
3
4
6
7

15
16
L6

6
18
L2
20

9
7

16
11
15

R

13
6

10
15
11
15
17

3
10
11

7
15

16
16
15
4

18
T2
20

9
5

L7
L2
18

CR

5
1

15
7
7

10
15

5
9

13
6

18

NCR

4
3
3
2
1

7
9
6
5
I
4
7

þ

*È.



Experi mental
Condì ti on

GROUP 3

IPC=?4-4
Rec. Con"
CR-CR

L'ist
Recall Test 1

CR

1

Recall Test 2
CR

Schizophrenic Groups (Cont'd)

Recal I Scores

15
1Ã

15
18
t?.
T6

19
5

L6
16
1b
15

GROUP 4
LPC=24-4
Rec" Con"
NCR - CR

15
i3
t4
1B
11
15
1B

r

16
16
1B
13

CR

List 2

Recall Test 1 Recall Test 2

NCR

CR CR

5

10
3
7

1B
i1

9
6

10
i3

+
a

18
10
T4
IO
t2
L4
18

3
tb
t4
20
L2

9
9
6
7

16
15
I
I

L?
L7

3
6

i8
T2
1n
ICÈ

t7
11
15
t7

2
16
i3
20
i1

CR

T4
LZ

f

7
15
T7

1I
11
10
T7

4
7

List 3

Recall Test I Recall Test 2

NCR

10
10

1

B̂

10
B

5

7
11

6
2

CR

L7
I

1B
23
L4
20
22

7
20
2?
LJ
161

NCR

7
t2

6
7

13
13

6
5

11
19
10

0

CR

15
9

t7
??
13
2t
2?

7
i8
?2
?.3

14

CR

17
16
I

10
15
15
15
16
14
t7
16
10

þå
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Experimental
Condi tion

GROUP 1

IPC=24-I
Rec" Con"
CR.CR

Pre-test Measures

Sc V-ocab " Educ.&
25
29
24
24
24
2?
27
26
25
24
23
25

aJ
4
3
3
3
2
3
3
5
5
4
2

29
28
27
¿+
?B
27
22
22

GROUP 2

IPC=24-t
Rec. Con.
NCR - CR

Normal Groups

Practi ce
List

30
302
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

T2
11
13
11

List 1

Recall 1 Recall 2
CR CR

11
10
13
1i
13
11
1i
11

27
z4
28
27

28
7.4

26
2?

¿

+
J
5

4
?
2
3
4
5
3
4

22
?0
16
22
23
22
1B
20
20
2I
23
29

24
26
28
24
25
?4
24
25

26
27
ZB
¿o
26
24
29
28
28
22
¿a
24

Recal I Scores

List 2

Recall 1 Recall 2
CR CR

¿J
19
16
22
23
2?
18
?0
20
2I
23
29

CR

?.3

L7
1B
13
I4
i9
22
2L
L7
16
?3
13

11
13
t2
11
L2
13
11
L?
10
10
10
11

30
30
30
30
30
JU
30
30
30
30
30
30

?4
20
?4
?L
24
24
19
20

NCR

15
11
11

B

IU
15
i1
1i
L2
n
LZ
I

List 3

Recall I Recall 2
CR CR

?4
?0
24
¿5
24
?4
?L
2t
2I
2L
24
??.

CR

22
1B
24
19
L8
?L
2t
23
22
L7
?3
15

ZL
ZL
24
22

24
23
23
23
23
?4
18
22
18
?0
22
2?

NCR

9
11
t4
t2

6
L4
I
9

13
9

13
7

NCR

11
i0
15
1.?

15
15
10
13
16
13
16

9

24
22
?4
23
23
z4
18
23
L7
20
22
2L

CR

23
t7
?4
22
15
2L
18
22
?0
15
24
L2

s
Cû9
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txperi mental
Condi ti on

GROUP 3
TPC=24-4
Rec" Con"
CR.CR

Pre-test Measures

Sc Vocab" Educ"Ase

25
20
L¿
33
LJ
33
25
20
24
24
27
22

4
?

4
4
J
3
4
3
3
4
3

4

26
29
26
22
25
26
28

l{ormal Groups (Cont'd )

GROUP 4
TPC=24-4
Rec" Con.
NCR - CR

Practi ce
LìsI

T2
15
t?
10
10

9
n
i1
10
n
10
t2

List 1

Recall 1 Recall 2
CR CR

3Z
29
22
26
23

30
JU
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

29
27
25
24
22
22
25
28
26
2L
2L
28

2
+
5

4
J
2
4
3
5

1

4
4

2L
18
17
15
T4
L4
t6
19
16
I

L4
t4

ZB
¿5
27
ZL

Recal I Scores

List 2

Recall 1 Recall 2
CR CR

??
L7
L7
15
15
t4

11
t2
t?.
i3
t2
l2
t2
10
i0

9
11
12

25
31
29
28
25
26
2I
29

?n

30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

2t
2L
23
z0
22
23
22i6

19
L4
i0
L4
L4

CR

i9
1B
20
16
L6
16
i8
15
t7
13
13
18

NCR

List 3

Recall 1 Recall 2

CR CR

20
15
ZO

IJ
t4
16
LI
L4
I4
L?
L2
13

2L
2T
23
20
2?
23
?I
1B
19
17
18
?T

18
19
1B
1B
2L

NCR

24
22
23
22
23
?2
20
16
22
z0
L4
?2

1B
L4
20
16
13
18
16
L2
1B
15
13
16

24
22
¿J
?t
?.L

22
19
i6
22
20
15
??

CR

2T
19
22
16
¿5
2L
i9
t7
2L
19
14
18

CR

20
16
24
T7
16
18
17
15
L7
16
t7
L7

NCR

13
15
2L
13
?2
10
16

9
L7
i3
10
15

þå
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